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Squarrels
ITEM#: CG5849
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.50
UPC: 94922358493

7+

2-6

Our goal is to support the specialty toy and
game industry by making it easy for retailers
to buy top selling games and toys that they
can offer in their community.
· No minimum order
· No case pack requirements
· Buy exactly what you need
· Single source for over 2,000 games,
toys, puzzles and novelty items.
Continuum Games, Inc.
1240 Brookville Way, Ste J
Indianapolis, IN 46239
317-869-4000, Fax 413-812-2801
Toll Free: 877-405-2662
www.continuumgames.com
orders@continuumgames.com

12

A nutty card game that will have everyone
acting a little squirrelly! Winter is rapidly
approaching, and it’s time to hoard your
acorns! Build your storage pile by collecting
matching acorns, but watch out as other
players are trying to ambush you! Even
Mother Nature may step in with a whirlwind
or two. Do you have what it takes to store
the most acorns? Play your cards right to
have the biggest storage pile when winter
hits, and you’ll win!

2

Continuum Games Mission

NEW!

Phone: 317-869-4000 or 877-405-2662

•
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Banana Blitz, Banana Grabba
ITEM#: CG0330
RETAIL: $12.99
8+
W/S: $6.50
RETAIL: 899600003302

2+

12

This game will have you going bananas.
Each round, be the first player to complete
a written sequence, like 1-100 or A-Z. One
person has the banana pen. The player to
their left has the die. Ready, set, go. The
player with the pen writes the sequence
as fast as they can. The player to their left
rolls the die again and again until they roll
a banana. When a banana is rolled, snatch
the pen and begin writing the sequence.
The next player then begins rolling. When
the pen comes back around, pick up where
you left off. The first player to complete
the sequence wins. It’s all out Banana Blitz,
Banana Graba action!

orders@continuumgames.com

•

Fax: 413-812-2801
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Order over $450 of Freight Saver items and receive FREE FREIGHT on your entire order

BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

Turn the struggle into a snuggle!
Bedtime can be scary for children and adults. But it
doesn’t have to be.

Snuggle Monster Hide & Seek Bedtime is a
nighttime storybook, lovable plush sleep companion
and a shared family game all in one. Turn the fear
and fuss of bedtime into fascination and friendship
with a fun new bedtime routine your kids will love.
Each night before bedtime, hide your child’s Snuggle
Monster somewhere in the bedroom. Get creative!
When it’s time to calm down, read the Snuggle
Monster story together, reminding your kids that
Snuggle Monsters are afraid of light but great pals
in the dark.

Once you’re done reading, it’s time for your children
to find their hidden Snuggle Monster. And once
they’ve found it, it’s time to tuck in together and go
to sleep.
Pretty soon, they’ll be wondering, “Where’s my
Snuggle Monster tonight?” Say goodbye to bedtime
resistance as your child eagerly welcomes a new
nighttime ritual.
Make bedtime a shared adventure, and rest easy
knowing your snuggle monsters have a Snuggle
Monster of their own.

SLEEP
READ
FIND

4
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SNUGGLE Monster
Hide & Seek Bedtime
- Purple Monster

2+

1+

6

ITEM#: CG0320
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $15.00
UPC: 899600003203

SNUGGLE Monster
Hide & Seek Bedtime
- Pink Monster

2+

1+

6

ITEM#: CG0321
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $15.00
UPC: 899600003210

Note from the Author:

THE POWER OF A
TRANSITION TOOL

SNUGGLE Monster
Hide & Seek Bedtime
- Blue Monster

2+

1+

6

ITEM#: CG0318
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $15.00
UPC: 899600003180

orders@continuumgames.com

•

Fax: 413-812-2801

“I created the snuggle monster concept as a
way to help parents. My first child was resistant
to bedtime and my wife and I struggled with
him for years until we discovered transition
tools. We found that when our child had
warning that bedtime was coming, it helped
him more easily transition from playtime to
bedtime. When we made that warning a fun
activity that he enjoyed, bedtime resistance
was a thing of the past. Whether you use an
activity like Snuggle Monster, or simply give
your child some advance notice that bedtime
is near, they will transition more easily. It helps
a child process things differently and react
less negatively. If you’ve never used transition
tools, try it, you will be amazed!”
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Grub Grab: Bug Dash and Bash
ITEM#: CG0329
RETAIL: $19.99
4+
W/S: $10.00
RETAIL: 899600003296

?+

6

You’re a bug! You’re having a blast running onto the picnic blanket to snatch snacks and
bring them back to your bughouse. But Watch out! A big shoe might come down and
SPLAT! flatten you like a pancake! Mold bugs from dough and bash your opponents’ bugs
with the shoe mallet as you try to collect treats without getting flattened trampled yourself!
Be first to collect food from four funny food groups and you’ll beetle winner!

Available
in June

6

Phone: 317-869-4000 or 877-405-2662

•
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Tentacle Tantrum
ITEM#: CG0319
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.00

BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

3+

2-6

6

Get your tentacles ready for a freaky fish
frenzy! Roll the dice and snatch matching
sea creatures with the suction cup on the
end of your squiddy octopus arm! Match
by color or match by kind, but snatch ‘em
up quick! If you catch the most, have a fit!
You win Tentacle Tantrum!

orders@continuumgames.com

•

Fax: 413-812-2801
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Order over $450 of Freight Saver items and receive FREE FREIGHT on your entire order

Ribbity Flibbity, the Lily Pad Leaping, Fly Feasting Game
ITEM#: CG0331
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.00

3+

2-4

?

You’re a frog…a hungry frog. The other side of the pond is where you want to be. There’s
a fly feast waiting. Be the first to leap your way across the lily pad trail to the other side of
the pond to get the most flies. Pick up additional tasty flies along the way. The player with
the most flies wins.

Available
in June
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Phone: 317-869-4000 or 877-405-2662

•
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Diggin’ Dino Bones
ITEM#: CG1612
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.00

BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

All Aboard the Ark
ITEM#: CG1611
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.00

4+

2+

4+

2+

6

Get ready to excavate dinosaur bones!
Diggin’ Dino Bones is a puzzle game
that will have to digging for bones and
assembling the skeleton of your favorite
dinosaurs. You are a paleontologist
commissioned to find the bones of a
specific dinosaur. Search the excavation site
and be the first to find and assemble your
dino bone puzzle to win!

6

Help Noah find the matching male and
female animal cards in this memory
matching game. Players take turns
flipping over animal cards trying to find a
male/female match. If a match is made,
the animals are placed onto the ark. If a
water card is revealed, it is placed below
the ark…thereby raising the water level.
If all 12 sets of animal cards are placed
aboard the ark before the water covers
the land, everyone wins!

orders@continuumgames.com

•

Fax: 413-812-2801
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Order over $450 of Freight Saver items and receive FREE FREIGHT on your entire order

Exact Change
ITEM#: CG1102
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.00

5+

2-6

NEW
PRICE!
12

Exact Change® combines an excellent teaching lesson with a fun card game. The goal is to play all
of your cards first. You can discard cards by matching the color of the last card played, by matching
the currency value (play a penny on a penny), or bymaking EXACT CHANGE. Making exact change
allows you to discard multiple cards that add up to the value of the last card played.

BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

Perfect Timing
ITEM#: CG1303
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.00

5+

2-6

12

Learn to tell time in this fast paced cooperative game. The goal of this game
is to get the clock to the right place in time. Players work together to move
the hands of the clock and get it to read the time on the 12 clock cards. If the
time is passed on a clock card, that clock busts! Match the clocks without
busting three times and everybody wins!

Word Q

ITEM#: CG1501
RETAIL: $11.99
12
8+
W/S: $6.00
1
The jumbled crossword brainteaser! Choose a puzzle from the Word Q book and setup
the letter tiles that are shown in the puzzle. Then, rearrange the letters in a grid-like
configuration so they form words in every row and column. 40 puzzles in different
difficulty levels from Beginner to Word Q-Pro offer a variety of challenges.

Number Crunch

ITEM#: CG0326
RETAIL: $11.99
12
5+
W/S: $6.00
3+
UPC: 899600003265
A fun way to sharpen your math skills…Fast! The goal of the game is to win cards. Each
player flips over a card from the draw pile, keeping the card they flipped face up in front
of them. All cards have a number, color, and math symbol. When two players have a card
with a matching color and math symbol, they go head to head to see who can solve the
problem first.

Continuum Learning
Educational Game Display

ITEM#: CG1405
RETAIL: $11.99 each
(free with order of 3 each of Exact Change, Perfect Timing,
Number Crunch and WordQ)

10

5+

2+

1

Educational Card Game
Display holds (3) Exact Change,
(3) Number Crunch, (3) Perfect
Timing, and (3) Word Q

Phone: 317-869-4000 or 877-405-2662

•

www.continuumgames.com
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Order over $450 of Freight Saver items and receive FREE FREIGHT on your entire order

Go Fish

ITEM#: CG1606 RETAIL: $5.99 W/S: $3.00

3+

12

2-6

It’s the classic children’s card game full of friendly FISH! Go Fish is a
wonderful way for kids to learn how to play cards. Learn how to hold
cards, shuffle, deal, take turns and more. Also, learn picture and color
matching and how to read numbers.

Old Maid

ITEM#: CG1607 RETAIL: $5.99 W/S: $3.00

4+

2-6

6

It’s the classic children’s card game full of friendly characters, including the
infamous Old Maid! Old Maid is a wonderful way for kids to learn how to
play cards. Learn how to hold cards, shuffle, deal, take turns and more.
Also, learn picture and color matching and how to read numbers.

Crazy 8s
with Important Dates
ITEM#: CG1608 RETAIL: $5.99 W/S: $3.00

4+

2-6

6

It’s the classic children’s card game with seasons and important dates from the
calendar. Match the suite or match the number to lay down your cards first.
Play the classic way and 8s are wild. Or, use the Crazy Date cards and make
famous holidays wild cards...like New Year’s Day, Halloween, and April Fool’s
Day. Crazy 8s is a wonderful way for kids to learn how to play cards. Learn
how to hold cards, shuffle, deal, take turns and more.

Slap Jack
with Flap Jacks

ITEM#: CG1609 RETAIL: $5.99 W/S: $3.00

4+

2-6

6

Slap Jack is the classic game of matching, slapping and collecting cards. The fun
pancake theme introduces special Lumberjacks and Flapjack cards. Slap Jack
with Flap Jacks is a wonderful way for kids to learn how to play cards. Learn how
to hold cards, shuffle, deal, take turns and more. Also, learn picture and color
matching and how to read numbers.

BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

orders@continuumgames.com

•

Kids Card Game Display
ITEM#: CG1605
W/S: $72.00

Classic cards games for kids. This display
includes 6 each of Go Fish, Old Maid,
Crazy 8s and Slap Jack!

Fax: 413-812-2801

4+

2-6

1
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Order over $450 of Freight Saver items and receive FREE FREIGHT on your entire order

Family Talk

ITEM#: ATGFT-BL0915
RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.00
UPC: 899600001100

3+

2+

12

BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

Family Talk® is a fun portable conversation game designed to
keep today’s busy families connected. The game includes 100
conversation questions. Simply pick a card, ask the question and
get a surprising and often hilarious glimpse into the hearts and
minds of your family members. Diverse topics reveal surprising
answers, even from hard-to-talk-to teens. Designed for today’s
on-the-go families, Family Talk’s ultra-portability allows families to
play in the car, at the dinner table, on vacation or at a party!

Family Talk 2

Teen Talk

Buddy Talk

Grandparent Talk

ITEM#: ATGFT2-BL0916
RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.00
UPC: 899600001124

ITEM#: ATGTT-BL0919
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00
UPC: 899600001292

ITEM#: ATGGT-BL0917
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00
UPC: 899600001117

ITEM#: ATG:BT-BL0918
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00
UPC: 899600001261

Camp Talk

Family Talk
- display

ITEM#: ATG:CT-BL0920
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00
UPC: 899600001285

ITEM#: ATG141d
UPC: 899600001414

BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

Display is free
when you mix and
match 36 of the
“Talk” games or
Games on the Go.

Family Talk
- Faith Edition
ITEM#: ATG1203
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00
UPC: 899600001650

12

Phone: 317-869-4000 or 877-405-2662

•

www.continuumgames.com
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Order over $450 of Freight Saver items and receive FREE FREIGHT on your entire order

Personalogy Family

Personalogy Party

Personalogy™
Family Fun
Edition is the
story telling
conversation
Game that’s
all about your
favorite little
people because
kids do say the
darnedest things.
It’s a relationship builder and Perfect for family
dinners, get together, road-trips, vacations. A
stocking stuffer & birthday gift.

Conversation
Starter with a
Twist to boost
relationships!
Cards FOR
Humanity.
Perfect for
awkward
social
situations,
dinner parties, singles looking for love, couples
date night, road-trips, vacations, co-workers
parties and, as a hostess, birthday or Christmas
gift and stocking stuffer.

ITEM#: CG0316
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.50

6+

2+

12

ITEM#: CG0317
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.50

16+

Original Dinner Games

2+

12

ITEM#: CG1305
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.00

Play games during dinner or any meal. These
quick, easy-to-play games, like Guess the
Macaroni, Last Bite, and Pass the Pepper, break
up dinnertime routine and open up everyone
to fun conversation. No game board or pieces
required – just food and family.
6+

2+

Beginner Dinner Games

12

ITEM#: CG1306
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.00

Keep your little ones focused on the family
meal with this collection of 51 dinner games to
play while you eat. These quick, simple games,
like Fruity Feeling, Rainbow Dinner, and Magic
Spoon, break up dinnertime routine and add
fun to family meals. No game board or pieces
required – just food and family.
3-6

orders@continuumgames.com

•

Fax: 413-812-2801

2+

12
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Order over $450 of Freight Saver items and receive FREE FREIGHT on your entire order

Lumps, the Coal Dice Game
ITEM#: CG1204
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

8+

12

2+

A whimsical way to give someone coal in their stocking,
Lumps is an easy to learn, addictive dice game. Score
as many points possible by rolling pairs. The game
comes with 4 unique types of charcoal dice.

Lumps, non-seasonal edition
ITEM#: CG0802
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

The dice game of big rolls and smart holds. The goal is to be the first player to score
100 points. Each turn you have three rolls to score the most points possible. Score points
by rolling pairs. Roll a pair of 3s, score 3 points…a pair of 10s scores 10 points. This game
uniquely features four types of dice with few high numbers. Each turn poses the decision of
which dice to keep and which to re-roll.

Toss A Chore

Roll A Reward

Make chores fun and
distribute them fairly.
Chores are decided by
a roll of the dice. A great
tool in large or small
households.

A fun way to decide a
reward for good behavior.
Roll the dice to pick out a
treat. A great follow-up to
Toss A Chore.

ITEM#: CG1018
RETAIL: $2.99 W/S: $1.50

6+

2+

12

ITEM#: CG1307
RETAIL: $2.99 W/S: $1.50

5+

1+

12

Toss A Chore/Roll A Reward
Combo Pack
Both sets of dice in a single pack!
ITEM#: CG1403 RETAIL: $3.99 W/S: $2.00
14

Phone: 317-869-4000 or 877-405-2662

•
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Games on the Go
ITEM#: CG1201
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

50 games that can be played anywhere,
no board or pieces required. Families
come together, fight off boredom, and
stretch their imaginations. This game
is perfect for parents taking their kids
on a road trip looking for something
interactive to do in the car. The question
won’t be “are we there yet?” but “what do
we get to play next?”
3+

6+

2+

2+

12

12

3.75" L / 6" W / 1" H / 4 OZ
Case of 12: 16" L / 10" W / 8" H / 13 lbs

3.75" L / 6" W / 1" H / 6.2 OZ
Case of 12: 16" L / 10" W / 8" H / 20 lbs

LET’S PLAY
25 DICE GAMES

LET’S PLAY
25 CARD GAMES

Includes a set of 10 dice and instructions
for 25 dice games including Bunco,
Chicago, Liar Dice, Yacht, Pig, and more!

Includes a deck of quality playing cards
and instructions for 25 card games
including Rummy, Bridge, Blackjack,
Pitch, Poker, Crazy Eights and more… plus
instructions for 5 CARD TRICKS!

ITEM #LGIBTG1833
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM #LGIBTG1826
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

•

Fax: 413-812-2801
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Jishaku
ITEM#: CG1616
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.00

BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

Jishaku is a strategy game where magnets
jump out of position, without warning. While
alternating turns with your opponents, the
goal of the game is to place magnets onto
the game base without letting any magnets
connect. If any magnets connect on your
turn, you must collect those magnets and
add them to your pile. The first person to
run out of magnets wins.
14+

2+

6

Yikerz

ITEM#: CG0315
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

Mensa Favorite Brainy Games
Winner; master magnetic forces
to win this dynamic game;includes
a convenient travel pouch for
portable fun – anywhere, anytime;
unlimited game options – Yikerz’
unique 4-piece interchangeable
game board design allows for many
different configurations that create a
variety of challenges; multiple ways
to play – solo time trial, head-tohead competition, or in teams of 4.
14+

16

1+

BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

Free display with
order of 15 units.
Use item CG0315d

12

Phone: 317-869-4000 or 877-405-2662

•
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Order over $450 of Freight Saver items and receive FREE FREIGHT on your entire order

SmartPhone Trivia Dice

BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

ITEM#: CG0314
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

Smartphone Trivia Dice is a fun technology enabled trivia game
that uses the scanner on your Smartphone and a unique scanable cube. Roll the die, scan it, and answer trivia questions on
your Smartphone. The side of the die determines your trivia
category. Get your question right, go again. Miss it; pass the die
to the next player. The first to answer one question correctly in
each of the six categories wins!
8+

1+

12

Kwizniac
ITEM#: BRC1162
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.00

12+

2+

12

The trivia game where you always get the answer…
eventually. Each answer has ten clues in decreasing
order of difficulty; try to guess it by using as few clues as
possible. Fun at parties or one on one. You never know
what you’ll learn next.
Kwizniac 2

ITEM#: BRC1261
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.00

BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

orders@continuumgames.com

12+

•

Fax: 413-812-2801

2+

12
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Order over $450 of Freight Saver items and receive FREE FREIGHT on your entire order

BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

Box of Bunco
ITEM#: CG1617
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

13+

2-6

6

There are six rounds of play, each with
a different target number. Roll three-ofa-kind of the round’s target
number (a Bunco), and you’ll
score big.

Mah Jongg

13+

ITEM#: CG1610
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

3-6

6

Millions of players are facinated by Mah
Jongg, the enchanting game of luck and
skill. Now, instead of using heavy and
very expensive tiles, you can esperience
the game with these beautiful custom
designed cards!

Build Up: The Tactical
Block Stacking Game
ITEM#: AZH1002
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $15.00

8+

2-6

8

The tower and suspense build in this
cometitive block stacking game. Your
goal is to make the next player topple the
tower. Contents: 20 Unique Wood Blocks,
20 Block Cards, 4 Action Cards, 1 Starter
Card, 2 Rule Cards, and 1 Card Box.

18

Phone: 317-869-4000 or 877-405-2662

•
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Family Traditions
Checkers
ITEM#: CG1604
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

The classic game of board domination.
Out maneuver your opponent and hop
their checkers to win!

6+

2+

6

Family Traditions
Chess
ITEM#: CG1603
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

The classic strategy game
of medieval warfare. Use
your knights, bishops, rooks
and queen to capture your
opponents king!
8+

2+

6

Family Traditions
Mancala
ITEM#: CG0328
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.50
899600003289

6+

2+

6

The ancient strategy game comes to life in a
beautifully designed birch wood board played
with colorful glass stones! Mancala is known as
one of the world’s oldest and most intriguing
twoplayer strategy games. It’s rules are simple.
Collect more gemstones than your opponent
before the end of the game. But there are
endless possibilities as the game unfolds. Will
your strategy win?

orders@continuumgames.com

•

Fax: 413-812-2801
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Order over $450 of Freight Saver items and receive FREE FREIGHT on your entire order

BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

Happy Salmon - Blue Fish

Happy Salmon - Green Fish
ITEM#: NSG600
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50
UPC: 892884000906

6+

3-6

8

Happy Salmon is the simple, fast-paced card
game packed to the gills with high-fivin’, finflappin’ fun. Actions including the classic “High 5”,
the unifying “PoundIt”, the frantic “Switcheroo”,
and the delightful “Happy Salmon” will leave
playersdoubled over in laughter. At 30 seconds
to learn and 2 minutes to play.

ITEM#: NSG601
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50
UPC: 892884000913

6+

7-12

8

The same
high-fivin’
fin-flappin’
fun…now for
7-12 players
with the addition
of the Blue Fish
card pack!

Funky Chicken
ITEM#: NSG630
RETAIL: $14.99
6+
W/S: $7.50
UPC: 899600003289

3

8

Take all the excitement of Happy Salmon,
add funky dance moves, pack it in a
chicken and you’ve got…Funky Chicken!
You’ll be spinning in place, hipbumping,
swinging with your partner and, of course,
doing the iconic “Funky Chicken.” Play
Funky Chicken by itself or combine it with
Happy Salmon to create a finflapping,
featherflying good time!

20

Phone: 317-869-4000 or 877-405-2662

•
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Dirty Pig

ITEM#: NSG640
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50
UPC: 892884000296

6+

2-6

8

Dirty Pig is an easytolearn card
game where the goal is to be
the first player to dirty all your
pigs. After all, a dirty pig is a
happy pig. Getting your pigs
dirty may be easy enough, but
KEEPING them dirty is more of
a challenge; rain showers and
pesky farmers can clean your
pig, spoiling the fun. Seeking
shelter in a barn may protect
your pigs, but you never know
how long your pigs will remain
dirty. If you can keep your pigs
dirty (and happy), you win!

Monster Match
ITEM#: NSG650
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50
UPC: 892884000074

6+

2-6

8

Monster Match is the fastpaced
game of catching cute donuteating
monsters. Players roll the special
“monster dice” and then race to find a
monster that matches the dice rolled.
How fast can you find a monster with
3 eyes, or 4 arms? The quicker you
are, the more donut points you can
win! But watch out...if you go too fast,
you might catch the wrong monsters
and lose your donuts!

orders@continuumgames.com

•

Fax: 413-812-2801
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Wits & Wagers
DeluxE
ITEM#: NSG110
RETAIL: $34.99
W/S: $17.50

10+

Say Anything 10th
Anniversary

The game of guts and guesstimates. This fastpaced game combines the most interesting
elements of trivia with the excitement of
gambling. Players take a stab at a trivia
question then wager chips on which answer
they think is closest to correct- which is not
necessarily their own answer. You can get every
answer wrong and still win! Bring home the most
award winning party game in history today!

Wits & Wagers
Family
ITEM#: NSG150
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.00
8+

3-10

4

Now available for the whole
family! 300 new familyoriented questions and
simplified rules and scoring.

Wits & Wagers
Party
ITEM#: NSG125
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.50
UPC: 892884000302
8+

22

4+

4

3

4

ITEM#: NSG201
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.00
UPC: 892884000081

4

3-7

13+

Say Anything is about you.
You get to decide how witty,
weird, or wild you want to be.
Each round, players answer
a question like “What would
make next weekend more
exciting?” or “When’s the worst
time to burst out laughing?” After the answers are
revealed, the judge secretly picks their favorite
answer and everyone else tries to guess which one
the judge picked.

Say Anything
Family
ITEM#: NSG250
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.00

This party game gives
players the chance to settle
questions that have been
hotly debated for centuries. For instance, “Which
celebrity would make the worst babysitter?”
or “What magical power would be the coolest
to have?” The best thing about Say Anything
Family: there are no right or wrong answers –
just your opinions. This is every family’s chance
to Say Anything.
8+

3-6

4

Wits & Wagers Party Edition is a simplified
version of history’s most award winning party
game! With tons of new questions, Wits &
Wagers Party Edition will get any large group
cheering and laughing in no time! This is the
best edition to play when several generations
of the family get together for an evening of fun
and laughter.

Phone: 317-869-4000 or 877-405-2662
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Dude

ITEM#: NSG450
13+
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.50
UPC: 892884000098

MORE Dude
3

ITEM#: NSG451
13+
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.50
UPC: 892884000128

8

It’s a game where you
say “dude”. The goal is to
quickly find matches for
as many of your cards as
you can.

3

8

It’s another game where
you say “dude”. The
goal is to quickly find
matches for as many of
your cards as you can.

Blurble
ITEM#: NSG700
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.00

Blurble is the fast-paced game of blurting out
funny and surprising things. Players take turns
facing off against each other to come up with
a word that starts with the same letter as the
object on the card. Whether playing with the
family or at a party, you’ll be sure to laugh at
what you stutter, stammer, and shout!
8+

4-8

6

Quacks of Quedlinburg
ITEM#: NSG860
RETAIL: $54.99
10+
W/S: $27.50
UPC: 892884000241

2-4

6

The Quacks of Quedlinburg is a fun, quick pushyourluck
game where you draw from your stock of ingredients,
adding them to your cauldron, until your brew seems just
right. But be careful: add the wrong ingredient and the
potion could spoil. Do you stop early to raise your chance
of making a better potion later, or risk a setback to reach
for more money and fame now? Finding the right balance
between risk and reward is key.

orders@continuumgames.com

•

Fax: 413-812-2801
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Evolution
ITEM#: NSG501
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $20.00

Evolution
Climate Standalone
In a dynamic ecosystem where food is scare and
predators lurk, your species will have to adapt to
survive. Traits like Hard Shell and Horns will protect
your species from Carnivores, while a Long Neck
will help them get food that others cannot reach.
With over 12,000 ways to evolve your species,
every game becomes a different adventure!
12+

2-6

6

Evolution:
The Beginning
ITEM#:NSG580
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.50
UPC: 892884000883

The Beginning
borrows ideas
and concepts
from other
games in
the Evolution
branded
product line, but it is a standalone game that is
not compatible with anything else in the Evolution
product line. It’s a casual strategy game to play
with family and friends. So gather around the table
and see who best adapts to the changing world
around them!
24

ITEM#: NSG520
RETAIL: $59.99
W/S: $30.00
UPC: 892884000821

12+

2-6

6

Evolution: CLIMATE is a standalone game for 2-6
players in the bestselling Evolution product line.
The Evolution base game is so vivid and trueto-life that it was recently featured in the world’s
leading scientific journal, Nature. In Evolution:
CLIMATE, players adapt their species in a dynamic
ecosystem where food is scarce, predators lurk,
and the climate can swing between scorching hot
and icy cold. Traits like Heavy Fur and Migratory
can protect your species from the cold while being
Nocturnal or Burrowing will provide protection
from the cruel desert sun. With over 200,000 ways
to evolve your species, every game evolves into a
different adventure.

Evolution Climate
Expansion
ITEM#: NSG525
RETAIL: $29.99
12+
W/S: $15.00
UPC: 892884000838

2-6

6

The Evolution: CLIMATE Conversion Kit contains
everything you need to transform the Evolution
base game into Evolution: CLIMATE. Purchase this
kit ONLY if you have the Evolution base game.

Phone: 317-869-4000 or 877-405-2662
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BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

Ruckus Original
ITEM#: LGIA2856
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.00

Players create a Ruckus as they race to collect
sets in this fast-paced matching card game. Each
player starts with seven cards from which sets
are quickly formed and placed face-up on the
table. Taking an opponent’s set is easy, just place
a matching card from your hand on top and slide
the captured set in front of you. But beware, it can
be stolen back just as easily. Original character
art is back!
5+

2+

6

BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

99 or Bust

Play 9

Adding with strategy. Players play their cards one
at a time and add up the value of the main pile
as they go. The total value may not exceed 99;
otherwise you bust and lose a token. The cards are
then re-shuffled and the game begins anew. The
last player with tokens left is the winner. Strategic
use of specialty cards keeps this game challenging.

The strategy card game of golf. Cards are given
point values 0-12 and -5. Each 8 card hand is a hole,
each turn is a shot. Match up values to shave off
points. The lowest score at the end of nine holes
wins. The combination of strategy and luck of the
draw keeps the fun and challenge alive.

ITEM#: LGIG23003
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.00

8+

2+

ITEM#: BNF1172
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

8+

12

orders@continuumgames.com
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6
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Game Box
- Deranged
Dilemmas

Trivia Box - We
Love the 90s
ITEM#: IMG6242
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

ITEM#: IMG6519
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

12+

2+

12

Would you rather...Discover the weird workings
of each other’s minds as you ask each other
Deranged Dilemmas. With dilemmas ranging
from the hilariously odd to the truly twisted and
bizarre, you’re in for an enlightening experience
as you reveal your deepest, darkest desires and
learn more about your friends than you ever
wanted to know!

12+

12+

2+

12

Are you an MOVIES fan or a fanatic? Find out
when you put your family and friends to the test
with the all-new Trivia Box. Say goodbye to dull
science, literature and history trivia and say hello
to trivia all about your favorite movies!

Trivia Box Music Trivia
ITEM#: IMG6284
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00
12+

8+

4+

12

In Game Box Charades teams work together
against the clock in this fast-paced guessing game.
Players act out the words on the cards for their
team to guess the answer – but run out of time and
the other team can steal your points! Can you act it
out in 60 seconds?
26

2+

12

Are you a MUSIC fan or a fanatic? Find out when
you put your family and friends to the test with
the all-new Music Trivia Box. Say hello to trivia
about your favorite music!

Game Box Never
ITEM#: IMG6293
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

Game Box Charades
ITEM#: IMG6292
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

12

Test your knowledge of pop culture with the 90’s
Themed Trivia Box Game. 90s is a throwback
to your younger years with questions about the
popular trends, politics, sports figures and more
that were all the rage.

Trivia Box Movie Trivia
ITEM#: IMG6263
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

2+

12+

2+

12

Never have I ever...Reveal those awkward truths
about yourself and discover some about your
friends in this fun new card game. Take turns
reading the cards and find out just who really
has and how has never ever! Embarrassing,
interesting and revealing.

Phone: 317-869-4000 or 877-405-2662
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Spicey Farkel

Twisted Farkel

The same great
Farkel game with
more spice.
Special dice allow
you to double
your score!

The same great Farkel
game with a twist. Instead
of trying to score the
most points, the goal
is to avoid points.
A special die let’s you
drop your points on
others!

ITEM#: LGIG81025
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.00

8+

2+

ITEM#: LGIG81015
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.00

12

8+

2+

12

Classic Farkel
ITEM#: LGIG82015
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

The dice rolling game of guts and luck. Roll
your dice and try to match up as many sides
as possible. Roll three of a kind, a full house, a
straight and more to score points! Will you stick
with a moderate roll, or tempt fate for a shot at
a more winning combination? The first player to
10,000 points wins.
8+

2+

12

FARKEL score pads

Score pads. 5.5” x 8.5,” 40 sheets per
pad, 6 players per sheet.
SINGLE PAD
ITEM # LGISCPDLG
RETAIL: $2.99
W/S: $1.50

orders@continuumgames.com

•

Fax: 413-812-2801
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Farkel
Rolling
TraY

BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

ITEM#: LGIG08400
RETAIL: $22.99
W/S: $11.50

Comes with
deluxe dice tray
for gameplay,
two sets of
jumbo dice, and
score pad.
8+

2+

12

Farkel Party

8+

ITEM#: LGIG08300
RETAIL: $22.99
W/S: $11.50

2+

12

Comes with six dice cups and
sets of dice

POCKET Farkel

The “on the go” version of the classic dice game.
COUNTER
W/S: $3.25 RETAIL: $6.49
Pocket Farkel Blue
ITEM#: LGII07001 UPC#: 669465800206
Pocket Farkel Green
ITEM#: LGII07029 UPC#: 669465800220
Pocket Farkel Red
ITEM#: LGII07030 UPC#: 669465800237
Pocket Farkel Purple
ITEM#: LGII07032 UPC#: 669465800251
Pocket Farkel Yellow
ITEM#: LGII07031 UPC#: 669465800244

PEGGED
W/S: $3.50 RETAIL: $6.99
Pocket Farkel Blue
ITEM#: LGIP07001 UPC#: 669465700780
Pocket Farkel Green
ITEM#: LGIP07029 UPC#: 669465701053
Pocket Farkel Red
ITEM#: LGIP07030 UPC#: 669465701060
Pocket Farkel Purple
ITEM#: LGIP07032 UPC#: 669465701084
Pocket Farkel Yellow
ITEM#: LGIP07031 UPC#: 669465701077

8+

15-GAME
COUNTER DISPLAY

Stocked Farkel
COUNTER DIsplAy

Comes with 3 units
each of Blue, Red,
Purple, Yellow and
Green Pocket Farkel.

Includes rack, header,
and 32 games

ITEM #LGICD07004
RETAIL: $6.49each
W/S: $49.00

2+

12

ITEM#: LGIPD01006
RETAIL: $6.99each
W/S: $109.00

8+

2+

12

4.75" L / 7.125" W / 2" H / 12.3 oz
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Continuum Games Offers the Themed Versions of Pocket Farkel,
Flat Pack Farkel, and All Custom Versions of Farkel!

POCKET FARKEL
FLAT PACKS™
BIGGER dice, BIGGER scores!

With standard-size 16mm dice the
flip-open Pocket Farkel Flat Packs are
handy and easy to read. For age 8+.

Flat Pack
Counter
Display
ITEM # LGIFP07002 $3.60 ea.

ITEM # LGIFP07003 $3.60 ea.

ITEM # LGIFP07004 $3.60 ea.

ITEM#: LGICFP07001
W/S = $86.40

includes 24-Unit Display
and 24 pocket farkel
flat packs

ITEM # LGIFP07006 $3.60 ea.

ITEM # LGIFP07005 $3.60 ea.

ITEM # LGIFP07001 $3.60 ea.

CUSTOM PRINTED FARKEL FLAT PACKS™

Order your Pocket Farkel Flat Pack games custom-printed with
a store logo, area attraction, or high-school mascot in full color.
Great as a souvenir, fundraiser or promotional gift!
WE MAKE IT EASY!

• Choose your art. You can send your photo or we can design it for you.
• Choose your dice. Pick regular dice, embossed critter dice,
or dice custom printed with your logo.
• Pick your case color. We offer white, black, blue, red, green,
yellow, orange, ivory or purple.
• Minimum order is 24 units.
Flat Pack Custom Set Up Fee-One Time..................$20.00
Flat Pack Custom Case And Printed Dice....$4.10 each

orders@continuumgames.com

•

Fax: 413-812-2801
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alien

big ol' bear
SINGLE # LGIFP15579

SINGLE # LGIFP12165

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

24-GAME # LGICFP15579

24-GAME # LGICFP12165

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

BUffalo

breast cancer cure
SINGLE # LGIFP12174

SINGLE # LGIFP15000

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

24-GAME # LGICFP12174

24-GAME # LGICFP15000

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

eagle

equine
SINGLE # LGIFP12182

SINGLE # LGIFP12167

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

24-GAME # LGIFP12182

24-GAME # LGICFP12167

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

froggy

gator
SINGLE # LGIFP12154

SINGLE # LGIFP12168

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

24-GAME # LGICFP12154

24-GAME # LGICFP12168

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

glow in the dark

ladybug
SINGLE # LGIFP12169

30

SINGLE # LGIFP12173

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

24-GAME # LGICFP12180

24-GAME # LGICFP12173

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

Phone: 317-869-4000 or 877-405-2662
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moose

loon

SINGLE # LGIFP12162

SINGLE # LGIFP12157

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

24-GAME # LGICFP12157

24-GAME # LGICFP12162

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

penguin

orca
SINGLE # LGIFP12158

SINGLE # LGIFP12181

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

24-GAME # LGICFP12158

24-GAME # LGICFP12181

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

turtle

pirate
SINGLE # LGIFP12163

SINGLE # LGIFP12153

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

24-GAME # LGICFP12163

24-GAME # LGICFP12153

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

zombie

wolf
SINGLE # LGIFP12179

SINGLE # LGIFP15580

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

24-GAME # LGICFP12179

24-GAME # LGICFP15580

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

Available in counter displays with a total purchase of 24 units. Pick any combination of flat pack Farkel.

orders@continuumgames.com

•

Fax: 413-812-2801
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®

JUST 2" HIGH!

The Original Pocket Farkel® is listed as one of the best games in the world and fast becoming the
game of choice for American families!
Labeled for states and other fun themes. Same great game inside but the label and dice colors vary.
If there’s a version you remember, but don’t see listed, we can create it for you as a custom flat pack.
Highly educational! Pocket Farkel is used in many elementary
and secondary classrooms for teaching math skills. For age 8+.
ALASKA

COLORADO

HAWAII

CHICAGO

KANSAS

COUNTER: ITEM# LGII01201

COUNTER: ITEM# LGII01601

COUNTER: ITEM# LGII02101

COUNTER: ITEM# LGII02302

COUNTER: ITEM# LGII02601

PEG: ITEM# LGIP01201

PEG: ITEM# LGIP01601

PEG: ITEM# LGIP02101

PEG: ITEM# LGIP02302

PEG: ITEM# LGIP02601

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

MINNESOTA

UFFDA

MISSOURI

NEBRASKA

NEW MEXICO

COUNTER: ITEM# LGII03301

COUNTER: ITEM# LGII03303

COUNTER: ITEM# LGII03501

COUNTER: ITEM# LGII03701

COUNTER: ITEM# LGII04101

PEG: ITEM# LGIP03701

PEG: ITEM# LGIP04101
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PEG: ITEM# LGIP03301

PEG: ITEM# LGIP03303

PEG: ITEM# LGIP03501

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

Phone: 317-869-4000 or 877-405-2662

•

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50
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NORTH CAROLINA

NORTH DAKOTA

COUNTER: ITEM# LGII04301

COUNTER: ITEM# LGII04401

PEG: ITEM# LGIP04301

PEG: ITEM# LGIP04401

Counter: $4.10
Pegged = $3.50

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

CHEESEHEAD

CAMOUFLAGE

OLD FARKEL®

USA

HAPPY FACE

COUNTER: ITEM# LGII06003

COUNTER: ITEM# LGII06008

COUNTER: ITEM# LGII07003

COUNTER: ITEM# LGII07004

COUNTER: ITEM# LGII07012

PEG: ITEM# LGIP06003

PEG: ITEM# LGIP06008

PEG: ITEM# LGIP07003

PEG: ITEM# LGIP07004

PEG: ITEM# LGIP07012

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

TEXAS

COUNTER: ITEM# LGII05301

PEG: ITEM# LGIP05301

UTAH

WISCONSIN

COUNTER: ITEM# LGII05401

COUNTER: ITEM# LGII06001

PEG: ITEM# LGIP05401

PEG: ITEM# LGIP06001

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

ROUTE 66

Happy BIRTHDAY

AT THE BEACH

COUNTER: ITEM# LGII07014

COUNTER: ITEM# LGII07016

COUNTER: ITEM# LGII07024

PEG: ITEM# LGIP07014

PEG: ITEM# LGIP07016

PEG: ITEM# LGIP07024

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

orders@continuumgames.com

•

Fax: 413-812-2801

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50
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NEW!

Emoji Notes Color & Shine
RETAIL: $19.95
W/S: $10.50

Light up craft kit for young artists. Cell Phone,
Donut, Cup Cake, Ice Cream Emoji Notes design
with 7 Emoji disks, 7 pens & white LED dimmable
base. Color on the screen and turn on the light to
see it shine. This is a product to light up your child’s
artwork shine.

34

CELL PHONE Emoji Notes
ITEM#: LUM3400
UPC: 5060512513400
Donut Emoji Notes
ITEM#: LUM3417
UPC: 5060512513417

Phone: 317-869-4000 or 877-405-2662

•

6+

1

20

Cup Cake Emoji Notes
ITEM#: LUM3424
UPC: 5060512513424
Ice Cream Emoji Notes
ITEM#: LUM3431
UPC: 5060512513431

www.continuumgames.com
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Color & Shine
RETAIL: $34.95
W/S: $18.00

3+

20

1

Color me in and watch me
shine, wipe me clean and color
again! LED light with 5 dry
erase pens and multi-function
remote control to choose
your favorite colors or set to a
glowing rainbow. Color & Shine
Lights also make great travel
companions; with included AA
batteries and USB cable, so
you can take them anywhere!
Mermaid
Color & Shine
ITEM#: LUM3011
UPC: 5060512513066

Magic Unicorn
Color & Shine
ITEM#: LUM3066
UPC: 5060512513066

Robot
Color & Shine
ITEM#: LUM3059
UPC: 5060512513059

Race Car
Color & Shine
ITEM#: LUM3035
UPC: 5060512513035

My Little Pony
SleepyLights
RETAIL: $32.95
W/S: $17.00

SleepyLightS

3+

RETAIL: $29.95 W/S: $16.00

1

20

Let SleepyLights be your night-time pal with a
great range of fun designs and a Remote Control
to choose your favorite colors or set to a glowing
rainbow, with Sleep and Timer functions for a good
night’s rest. SleepyLights also make great travel
companions; with included AA batteries and USB
cable, so you can take them anywhere.
Trex SleepyLight
ITEM#: LUM1581
Giraffe SleepyLight
ITEM#: LUM1680
Owl 2 SleepyLight
ITEM#: LUM1703
Loveheart SleepyLight
ITEM#: LUM1451
Tractor SleepyLight
ITEM#: LUM1574
Fairy Ballerina
SleepyLight
ITEM#: LUM1710

Magic Unicorn
SleepyLight
ITEM#: LUM1475
Mermaid SleepyLight
ITEM#: LUM1444
Robot SleepyLight
ITEM#: LUM1536
Butterfly SleepyLight
ITEM#: LUM1406
Loveheart SleepyLight
ITEM#: LUM1451
Pony SleepyLight
ITEM#: LUM1635

orders@continuumgames.com

•

Fax: 413-812-2801

T Rex
Color & Shine
ITEM#: LUM3110
UPC: 5060512513110

3+

1

20

What’s more fun than a magical Rainbow Dash
StarLight? Use the Remote Control to choose
your favorite colors or set to a glowing rainbow.
Let Rainbow Dash be your nighttime pal with
Sleep and Timer functions for a good night’s rest.
StarLights also make great travel companions;
with included AA batteries and USB cable, you
can take them anywhere.
Rainbow Dash MLP StarLight
ITEM#: LUM0720
Twilight Spark MLP StarLight
ITEM#: LUM0737
Pinkie Pie MLP StarLight
ITEM#: LUM0713
Fluttershy MLP StarLight
ITEM#: LUM0706
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Freight Savers
Order over $450 of Freight Saver items and receive FREE FREIGHT on your entire order

Escape Room Virtual Reality
ITEM#: IDG3547
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00
UPC: 851187004219

16+

3-5

6

BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

Can you keep your cool
under pressure? Escape Room The Game brings the thrill and mystery of an
escape room to your home. Work together to solve puzzles and find hidden clues to escape before
time runs out! Download the app to your smartphone and place your phone in the VR glasses. Play
in a 360 degree virtual reality room and find a way to escape.

Escape Room The Game:
2 Player Edition
ITEM#: IDG3548
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75
UPC: 851187004349

The first 2 player edition of the popular
Escape Room The Game series. Includes
two immersive 60minute escape mysteries
and one 15minute introductory mystery. This
game is portable, providing a detailed, exciting
experience and folds out to be the size of a
small road map. Works with our free, IOS or
Android phone app. Can you escape form
Prison Island and The Asylum?
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NEW!

•
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Mouthguard Challenge
ITEM#: IDG3015
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

Complete different challenges ranging from
silly sayings and whispering to hillarious
challenges. Teammates and opponents try to
guess the word/phrases, or race against each
other in head to head competition.

6+

2-4

6

Poopyhead
ITEM#: IDG6006
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.75

6+

2+

6

The game where number 2 always wins. Try to beat your opponents
in this action game. It includes 5 poopyhead headbands and a
whoopie cushion!

Find It

RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.75

10+

2-5

12

Spin it, twist it, shake it, it’s so much fun! Kids
and adults will become addicted to this colorful,
fun game for the kid in all of us. This contained
adventure will have you looking at it for hours
trying to find the objects inside. Play it with the
whole family. Pass it around and see how fast you
can find the hidden items. Be the first to find the
hidden penny! Play it in the home or in the car.
The object of the game is to find each item in the
contained adventure. Play alone or with a crowd.

orders@continuumgames.com

•

Fax: 413-812-2801

Find It
Sesame Street
ITEM#: IDG1070
UPC: 899777000715

Find It
Captn Underpants
ITEM#: IDG1076
UPC: 899777000739
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Dodgeball

Chomp-Itz

ITEM#: IDG6014
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

ITEM#: IDG3548
RETAIL: $16.99
W/S: $8.75
5+

6

2-3

Toss and catch foam fish with the fun Chomp-Itz
crocodile masks.

8+

6

2-4

In this skill and action
game, players try to be
the first to stack 5 marbles
on their hand goblet.
However, at the same
time, they have to make
sure that the head of their
figurine is not hit by the ball that flies around. Keep
dodging the ball and stacking the marbles. If your
head is knocked off, you have to start over again.

Elmo’s World
Hide & Seek

Miffy
Hide & Seek

ITEM#: IDG3009
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50
1-4

2+

ITEM#: IDG3010
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

6

1-4

2+

6

Play Hide & Seek with Elmo or Miffy. Characters emit sounds to help your child find them.
Who’s the Dude

Crozzit

ITEM#: IDG6010
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00
16+

2

ITEM#: IDG3012
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $11.00

12

8+

Play charades with the
Dude! He’s relaxed,
clumsy and gets into the
weirdest situations. The
live size Dude is your
best friend in this hilarious game. Play charades
with the Dude and let the others guess what you
are up to. Play scenes from a movie or act out a
sport or a profession.
38

2

6

Complete different
challenges ranging from silly sayings and
whispering to hillarious challenges. Teammates
and opponents try to guess the word/phrases,
or race against each other in head to head
competition.

Phone: 317-869-4000 or 877-405-2662

•
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Salem 1692

13+

ITEM#: FCDSAL2001
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

4-12

24

Play as an actual historical person as you hunt down the
witches of Salem in the accusation and paranoia-filled world of
Salem 1692. Finding all of the “Witch” cards quickly is essentially,
otherwise you may become one of them. Soon you won’t be
able to trust anyone and fear and mistrust will fill the room!
Packaging is a magnetic book box.

Deadwood 1876
ITEM#: FCDDWD1001
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

13+

2-9

24

Work with your team to try and steal gold-filled Safes from
other outlaws. After the final turn, the team with the most Gold
will advance to the Final Showdown. The last person alive is the
winner! Packaging is a magnetic book box, and includes wood
stars, wood dice, and wood engraved platforms.

Tortuga 1667

13+

ITEM#: FCDTOR1001
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

2-9

24

Each pirate has a secret loyalty to the French or British. Players
will use their Vote cards to attack the Spanish for treasure,
mutiny against selfish captains, and brawl against their
fellow pirates. But beware, if you reveal the Black Spot you’ll
be marooned to Tortuga. When the Spanish Armada card is
revealed, the team with the most treasure wins. Packaging is
a magnetic book box, and the board is a rubber mat
disguised as a treasure map

Trophies

ITEM#: FCD-TRP-1001
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

8+

orders@continuumgames.com

2+

•

24

Trophies is a party game for 2-30 players. The judge will
hold the deck, read a topic from the back of the deck, and
show the group a random letter from the front of the deck.
Be the first to say a word that matches the topic and the
letter and you win the trophy card at the front of the deck!
The person who “tried their best” gets a participation trophy.
The game comes in an antique-looking metal tin and
includes 70 trophy cards, each with a unique illustration.

Fax: 413-812-2801
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Feed Fuzzy
ITEM#: G1GPM15
RETAIL: $24.95
W/S: $13.00

3+

6

1-4

Roll the jumbo wooden dice. Do you have colored wooden acorns
that match what you rolled? If so, it’s time to Feed Fuzzy! His stretchy
cheeks sure do hold a lot of acorns! Learn colors and counting in the
cutest way ever!

Lexigo Rush
ITEM#: WGL60045
RETAIL: $17.99
W/S: $8.50

8+

2+

12

In Lexigo RUSH, you have 60 seconds to find as many
words as you can using the tiles in the grid. Be creative —
only words no one else found will count. The stakes rise
every round as score doublers are added to the grid.

Emoji Memory
ITEM#: TWZ7015
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $3.75

3+

1+

10

A classic matching game with 48 tiles with clean bright graphics to help
your child (and you!) develop or sharpen cognitive skills of recognition and
retention. It’s a fun and useful mental exercise for players of all ages!

Hike

Rowboat

The card game that takes you
on a tour of the great outdoors.
Play cards on matching types
in an effort to get rid of all your
cards; however, specialty cards
can throw a wrench in anyone’s strategy. Be sure
to watch out for avalanches, don’t get lost, and
avoid poop at all costs.

A bidding, trick-taking
card game where trump
changes at every turn. An
in-depth, nautical game for
lovers of Spades.

ITEM#: MST1017
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

ITEM#: MST1217
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

7+
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2

6

13+

2-4

6

Phone: 317-869-4000 or 877-405-2662
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Pentago CE

6+

ITEM#: MTWPCERDWT
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.50
UPC: 853341003038

2

6

Pentago Classic Wood
ITEM#: MTWP-BANA
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $15.00
6+

Pentago is a fun, challenging and multiple award
winning strategy game for kids and adults, that is
both simple and sophisticated at the same time.
The goal is to make five marbles in a row. On
your turn you can place a marble or turn one of
the quadrants on the board. Changing the board
creates unlimited strategic possibilities.

Pentago Multi Color
ITEM#: MTWP-MCD-01
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.00
UPC: 853341003045

6+

2

6

Pentago is a fun, challenging
and multiple award
winning strategy game
for kids and adults,
that is both simple
and sophisticated
at the same time.

orders@continuumgames.com

•

Fax: 413-812-2801

2

6

Pentago is a fun,
challenging and multiple
award winning strategy
game for kids and adults, that is both
simple and sophisticated at the same time. This
is a two-player game in which the object is to
create a row of five.

Pentago Triple
ITEM#: MTWP-BANA
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.50
6+

2-4

6

Pentago Triple is a
new version of the original
Pentago, adding a third
color and a new element to
the award winning strategy
game. The object of the game
is to create a five-in-a-row like
in the original game, but in the
Triple version players have cards that show what
kind of rows they have to form using three different
colors.
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ZipBin®
Dinosaur Collector
Toy Box Playmat
ITEM#: NTOA1081X4
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.50

3+

1+

20

With the ZipBin® Dinosaur collection, kids can
play with their dinos everywhere and there will
be no mess. Unzip the bin and you have a fun,
interactive playmat with a dinosaur theme.
When playtime is done, zip up the mat and store
all of your dinosaur toys in the unique zip bin!

NEW!
2 SIDED PLAY MATS

Make your floor fun! Playmats are double sided, so you get 2 full color scenes.
Each playmat comes with toys to match the theme.

Farmland™
2-Sided Playmat
w/ 2 Toys

ITEM#: NTOA1342X6
RETAIL: $12.99 W/S: $6.50

Full Throttle™
Roadville
2-Sided Playmat
w/ 1 Car

ITEM#: NTOA1341X4
RETAIL: $12.99 W/S: $6.50

2-Sided
Large Playmat
Assortment
24pcs in Floor Display
ITEM#: NTOM1343X4
RETAIL: $311.99
W/S: $156.00

Full Throttle™
Construction
Zone 2-Sided
Playmat w/ 1 Car
ITEM#: NTOA1341X5
RETAIL: $12.99 W/S: $6.50

3+

1+

6

Dinosaur
2 sided playmat
with 2 toys

ITEM#: NTOA1342X5
RETAIL: $12.99 W/S: $6.50

Dinosaur
Iridescent
5 Dinosaur
Gift Set

ITEM#: NTOA2201XX
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.50

3+

1+

20

The world where dinosaurs still play! Museum quality,
hand painted toys with spectacular colors.
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BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

Zipes Speed Pipe Performance Pack
Starter Set
ITEM#: NTOA2280XX
RETAIL: $59.99
W/S: $30.00
UPC: 878119007056

Defying gravity meets glow in the dark. Get ready for some pipe climbing,
high flying, in your face action. Race cars fly through Zipes speed pipe tubes!
Zipes™ Speed Pipe
Gravity Power Pack
ITEM#: NTOA2314XX
RETAIL: $49.99
W/S: $25.00
UPC: 878119007346

Zipes™ Speed Pipes
Build & Store
Crazy Cube
ITEM#: NTOA2350XX
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.00
UPC: 878119007414

orders@continuumgames.com

Zipes™ 360 Demo

ITEM#: NTOA2295XX
W/S = $5.00
Free with order or 12 Zipes Performance Packs
(while supplies last).

•

Fax: 413-812-2801
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Linkt™ Craft KITS

RETAIL: $14.99 W/S: $7.50

NEW
PRICE!

8+

1+

5

Linking rings, connecting hearts. Linkt™ kits come with detailed step by step, full color
instructions. Design and construct beautiful bracelets, necklaces, earrings and more!

Linkt™
Craft Kit
Spinning Halos
(5 Necklace
+ Earrings Set)

Linkt™
Craft Kit Hoops
& Loops
(20 Earring
Collection)

Linkt™
Craft Kit
Bonding Bracelet
(5 Bracelet Set)

Linkt™
Craft Kit
Bubble Loops
(5 Necklace or Bracelet Set)

Linkt™ Craft Kit
Maille Bonding
(5 Bracelet Set)

Linkt Craft Kits
Atomic Eye

ITEM#: NTOA2271XX
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

ITEM#: NTOA2274XX
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50
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ITEM#: NTOA2272XX
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

ITEM#: NTOA2291XX
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

ITEM#: NTOA2273XX
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

ITEM#: NTOA2302XX
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

Phone: 317-869-4000 or 877-405-2662

•

www.continuumgames.com
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Linkt Craft Kits
- Whirly Loops

Linkt Craft Kits
- Athena Necklace Kit

ITEM#: NTOA2304XX
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

ITEM#: NTOA2317XX
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

Linkt™ Craft KitS
Metal Petals
ITEM#: NTOA2305XX
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

Demo party packs: These kits allow up
to 5 people to create necklaces and
bracelets simultaneously. Great for
in-store demos and parties.

Linkt Craft Kits - Eclipse
ITEM#: NTOA2303XX
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

Linkt Craft Kits
- Bonding Bracelets
- Party/Demo Pack
ITEM#: NTOA2273X1
W/S: $7.50
Free with Purchase of
10 Bonding Bracelet Kits

Linkt Craft Kits
Spinning Halos
– Party/Demo Pack
ITEM#: NTOA2271X1
W/S: $7.50
Free with the purchase of
10 Spinning Halos

Free display units with orders
of 20 units of any Linkt product.
Request using item “NTOLINKTDSPLY”

orders@continuumgames.com

•

Fax: 413-812-2801
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An educational and fun-filled game using adorable tiny treasures that inspire creativity and test
memory. Take the 15 trinkets and use them in 10 different ways, including hilarious storytelling, mindbending memory games, and even a challenging strategy game. You won’t even realize you’re learning
while Think-ets stimulate your imagination and brainpower. Collect them all!

Think-ets Blue

Think-ets Red

Think-ets Green

Think-ets Purple

Think-ets Sports

Think-ets Beach

Think-ets Party

Think-ets Easter

Think-ets Fairy

Think-ets Holiday

ITEM#: TAL1222
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00
UPC: 890147002025
ITEM#: TAL1227
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00
UPC: 890147002209

ITEM#: TAL1223
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00
UPC: 890147002018
ITEM#: TAL1228
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00
UPC: 890147002261

ITEM#: TAL1224
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00
UPC: 890147002032
ITEM#: TAL1229
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00
UPC: 890147002254

ITEM#: TAL1225
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00
UPC: 890147002049
ITEM#: TAL1257
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00
UPC: 890147002100

ITEM#: TAL1226
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00
UPC: 890147002117

ITEM#: TAL1234
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00
UPC: 890147002247

Think-ets Display
ITEM#: TAL1258

Display is free when you mix and match
24 of the Think-ets Games listed here.
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Snow and Water Marbles

Miracle Snow
Blister Pack

Miracle Snow
1 lb Bucket

Miracle Snow
Jar

Miracle Snow
POP Display

Water Marbles

1/4 Pound
Colored
Slippery Spheres

1/4 Pound Clear
Slippery Spheres

1/4 Pound
Colored Slick
Squares

ITEM#: SCPHGMS-430
RETAIL: $2.99
W/S: $1.50

ITEM#: SCPHGWM-431
RETAIL: $2.99
W/S: $1.50

ITEM#: SCPBBMS-420
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.00

ITEM#: SCPLTCS-410
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

ITEM#: SCPSJMS-450
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

ITEM#: SCPLTCL-411
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

ITEM#: SCPCDMS-903
W/S: $96.00

ITEM#: SCPLTSS-412
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

Creative Compounds Mega Set
ITEM#: SCPCCTM425
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.00
UPC: 810003404251

This amazing collection of polymers contains
Miracle Snow, Water Marbles, Slick Squares, Slime
Make Powder, Suddenly Solid Powder, Super
Sand and more! It is presented in a tray that
can be used to store the compounds and the lid
doubles as a play tray! It comes with a complete
experiment and instruction guide and is sure to
delight for countless hours!

orders@continuumgames.com

•

Fax: 413-812-2801
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Mini Worlds
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

Take your garden to the next level. These gardens are quick to sprout, easy to
grow. Comes with a large growing area that can be transplanted to larger pots or
the garden. Comes complete with everything you need to grow a themed garden!

Dragon’s Den

Frightening Flytraps

Flower Princess Palace

Prehistoric Dinosaur Land

Desert Plant Collection

Crazy Cat Plant

ITEM#: SCPMWDD-91

ITEM#: SCPMWFF-94

ITEM#: SCPMWFP-92

ITEM#: SCPMWDP-93
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ITEM#: SCPMWPD-95

ITEM#: SCPMWCC-96

Phone: 317-869-4000 or 877-405-2662

•
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Biospheres
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.50

Grow your garden in a themed biosphere. Comes complete with seed packs, themed
gravel and other landscape items.

Fanciful Fairy
Garden

Bountiful
Butterfly
Garden

ITEM#: SCPBTFF-01

Carnivorous
Creatures
ITEM#: SCPBTCC-05

Dinosaur
Domain

ITEM#: SCPBTDD-08

ITEM#: SCPBTBB-02

Micro Domes

The ideal way to begin your garden. They are quick to sprout, easy to grow. Can
be transplanted to larger pots or the garden. Comes complete with everything
you need to grow a themed garden.

RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

Sully the Desert King
Giant Saguaro
ITEM#: SCPCMSD-31

Fernando the
Ferocious Flytrap
ITEM#: SCPCMFF-32

Morgan the
Mighty Mover

Zombie Brains
ITEM#: SCPTMZB-52

ITEM#: SCPCMMM-34

orders@continuumgames.com

Alex the
Soothing Aloe
ITEM#: SCPCMAS-33

Tiny Fairy
Wonderland
ITEM#: SCPTMTF-53

•

Fax: 413-812-2801
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Mini Terrariums
RETAIL: $2.99 W/S: $1.50

Beautiful
Butterfly

Fantastic
Flowers

ITEM#: SCPMTBB-61

ITEM#: SCPMTFF-62

Fairies
Flower

ITEM#: SCPMTFF-65

Snagging
Sundews

ITEM#: SCPMTSS-63

Meat-Eating
Pitcher Plants
ITEM#: SCPMTMP-66

Fly Trap
Friends

ITEM#: SCPMTFF-64

Miraculous
Moving Plant
ITEM#: SCPMTMM-67

Eco Seed Sprouts
RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.00

Aunt
Annie Aloe

ITEM#: SCPESAA-81

Caring Carol
Cactus
ITEM#: SCPESCC-82

Scott the
Lucky Shamrock
ITEM#: SCPESSL-83

Eco Plant Pal
18 Piece
STOCKED Display
Fly Trap
Ed

ITEM#: SCPESFE-84

50

Michele the
Mover

ITEM#: SCPESMM-85

ITEM#: SCPCDESS-902
RETAIL: $2.99 each
W/S: $27.00

Teri
Torenia

ITEM#: SCPESTT-86

Phone: 317-869-4000 or 877-405-2662
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Plant It Starters
RETAIL: $4.99 W/S: $2.50

Bush Green Beans

Sweet Basil

ITEM#: SCPPIGB-351

ITEM#: SCPPISB-352

Hot Peppers

Grape Tomatoes

ITEM#: SCPPIPC-353

ITEM#: SCPPICT-354

Seed Stones
RETAIL: $4.99 W/S: $2.50

Cut Flowers

Bird and Butterfly

ITEM#: SCPSBSF-381

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: SCPSBBB-382

•

Fax: 413-812-2801

Wild Bird

ITEM#: SCPSBWB-383
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Sprouters Greenhouses
RETAIL: $9.99 W/S: $5.00

Sweet
Everbearing
Strawberies

Small,
Sugary
Watermelon

ITEM#: SCPSSSE-321

Plentiful
Peanuts

ITEM#: SCPSSSS-326

Miniature
Melons

ITEM#: SCPSSPP-323

ITEM#: SCPSSMM-327

Bountiful
Bananas

Slicing
Cucumbers

ITEM#: SCPSSBB-324

Dwarf
Sunflowers

ITEM#: SCPSSDS-325
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ITEM#: SCPSSSC-328

BeEfsteak
Tomatoes

ITEM#: SCPSSBT-329

Phone: 317-869-4000 or 877-405-2662
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Seed Squares and Double Sphere Glass

Fascinating Flytraps

Altruistic Aloe

Desert Escape Growarium

Carnivorous Growarium

ITEM#: SCPSQFF-391
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

ITEM#: SCPTGDE-221
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.00

orders@continuumgames.com

•

Fax: 413-812-2801

ITEM#: SCPSQAA-392
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

ITEM#: SCPTGCG-222
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.00
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Tiny Terrarium Cactus
36-Unit Stocked Counter Display
ITEM#: SCPCDTTC-900
RETAIL: $2.99 each W/S: $54.00
Fishhook Barrel Cactus
ITEM#: SCPTTBC-240
Pincushion Cactus
ITEM#: SCPTTPC-241
Golden Barrel Cactus
ITEM#: SCPTTGB-242

BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

Robust Hedgehog Cactus
ITEM#: SCPTTRH-243
Spider Cactus
ITEM#: SCPTTSC-244
Giant Saguaro
ITEM#: SCPTTGS-245

Tiny Terrarium Sedum
36-Unit Stocked Counter Display
ITEM#: SCPCDTTS-901
RETAIL: $2.99 each W/S: $54.00
Maginificent Maroon Sedum
ITEM#: SCPTTMS-250
Sunny Yellow Sedum
ITEM#: SCPTTYS-251
Dancing Pink Sedum
ITEM#: SCPTTPS-252

BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

Royal Purple Sedum
ITEM#: SCPTTUS-253

Tiny Terrarium Carnivorous
36-Unit Stocked Counter Display
ITEM#: SCPCDTTS-901
RETAIL: $2.99 each W/S: $54.00
Flytrap
ITEM#: SCPTTFT-258
Sundew
ITEM#: SCPTTSP-259

NEW!
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Mini Fairy Triad

Desert Mouse

ITEM#: SCPOGMF-201
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

Mini
Desertscape

ITEM#: SCPMSCC270
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.50
UPC: 810003402707

NEW!

ITEM#: SCPOGMD-202
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

Flowering Mouse
ITEM#: SCPMSSG271
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.50
UPC: 810003402714

Wildflowers
and Glass

ITEM#: SCPOGWG-203
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

NEW!
Meat Eating
Mouse

ITEM#: SCPMSSM272
RETAIL: $12.99
UPC: 810003402721

Flytraps

ITEM#: SCPOGFT-204
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

NEW!
Crystal Glass
Garden

Succulent
Star Mouse

ITEM#: SCPOGCG-205
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

ITEM#: SCPMSSS273
RETAIL: $12.99
UPC: 810003402738

NEW!
orders@continuumgames.com
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Ukloo: Reader Edition
ITEM#: UKL829
RETAIL: $16.99
W/S: $8.50
4+

1+

12

Disguised as a treasure hunt, uKloo Early Reader is an award-winning introduction to reading. It’s
a get-out-of-your-seat activity
that encourages kids follow clues
towards a hidden surprise. There’s
even a Picture Helper poster
to look up words when kids get
stuck! The children are so engaged, they begin reading without even realizing it. Great for beginner
and reluctant readers and awarded for special needs. Parents choose surprises and tailor the game
to each child’s needs.

uKloo: Riddle Edition
ITEM#: UKL830
RETAIL: $16.99
W/S: $8.50
7+

1+

12

Disguised as a treasure hunt,
uKloo Riddle Edition is an award
winning literacy game that gets
kids physically active as they solve
clues to find a surprise. Fun learning is key as children build reading
confidence and call upon logic and
reasoning skills to puzzle out riddles. Awarded for children of all abilities. uKloo games is used as a
homework loaning tool by teachers to build reading comprehension and by families for at home fun!

Redonkulary®!
ITEM#: VVN15101
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

Redonkulary® is the hilarious nonsense word
game where creativity and persuasion win!
This portable game includes 60 spiral-bound
word-part cards with over 200,000
possible combinations!
9+
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Kumon Books

Give your child a boost in all school subjects with Words for School, the
newest series in our Verbal Skills line. Each Words for School Workbook
teaches your child to read and write essential vocabulary for math,
science, social studies, and language arts, enhancing your child’s reading
and writing fluency and building confidence.
RETAIL: $7.95 W/S: $4.25

Words for
School L1

ITEM#: KUM082492
UPC: 9781941082492

Iron Spinner Workbook Rack
- KUM241975
Free with the purchase of
150 Kumon Workbooks!

Words for
School L2

ITEM#: KUM082508
UPC: 9781941082508

Kumon Corrugate
Floor Display - KUM241982
Free with the purchase of
50 Kumon Workbooks!

Kumon Middle School Math workbooks provide an introduction to math subjects with explanations
of topics, definitions of terms, and practice problems designed to improve your child’s math skills.
Using Kumon’s stepbystep method your child will advance through algebra and geometry concepts
without feeling frustrated or overwhelmed when faced with new problems. These workbooks will help
your child develop confidence in his or her math abilities.
RETAIL: $14.95 W/S: $7.75

Pre-Algebra
Grades 6-8

ITEM#: KUM082577
UPC: 9781941082577

Algebra
Grades 6-8

ITEM#: KUM082584
UPC: 9781941082584

Intro to
Geometry
Grades 6-8
KUM082706
9781941082706

Geometry
Grades 6-8
KUM082713
9781941082713

Studies show that it’s important for children to engage in educational activities even when school is out. That’s why we
developed our Summer Review & Prep series. Each book includes engaging math and reading activities that review concepts
from the previous year and introduce next year’s curriculum. Plus, your child will love the stickers and calendar for charting
his or her progress and the colorful poster for reviewing essential skills. Each book also includes a gradelevel recommended
reading list.
RETAIL: $9.95 W/S: $5.25

Summer Review
& Preparation
K-1
ITEM#: KUM082607
UPC: 9781941082607

Summer Review
& Preparation
1-2
ITEM#: KUM082614
UPC: 9781941082614

orders@continuumgames.com

•

Summer Review
& Preparation
2-3
ITEM#: KUM082621
UPC: 9781941082621

Fax: 413-812-2801

Summer Review
& Preparation
3-4
ITEM#: KUM082638
UPC: 9781941082638

Summer Review
& Preparation
4-5
ITEM#: KUM082645
UPC: 9781941082645
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Kumon Books

Bring Science and Geography to life! Our Sticker Activity Books use engaging and fun activities to introduce children
to concepts in science and geography. Each activity is carefully matched with learning goals to promote both enjoyment
and understanding. Through stickering, coloring, mazes, and more, children develop a love of learning about their world.
RETAIL: $9.95 W/S: $5.25

Science Sticker
Activity Book
ITEM#: KUM082669
UPC: 9781941082669

Geography:
U.S. and
Canada Sticker
Activity Book
ITEM#: KUM082676
UPC: 9781941082676

Science Sticker
Activity Book:
K & up
ITEM#: KUM082683
UPC: 9781941082683

World
Geography
Sticker Activity
Book: K & UP
ITEM#: KUM082690
UPC: 9781941082690

Kumon Math Skills Workbooks are unique because they focus on
teaching one specific skill from start to finish. With just the right amount
of practice, children master each topic and gain confidence without
becoming bored or frustrated.
RETAIL: $7.95 W/S: $4.25

My Book
of Simple
Subtraction

ITEM#: KUM241067
UPC: 9781933241067

My Book
of Simple
Multiplication
ITEM#: KUM241418
UPC: 9781933241418

My Book of
Subtraction

ITEM#: KUM241074
UPC: 9781933241074

MY FIRST BOOK
OF MONEY:
COUNTING
COINS
ITEM#: KUM241425
UPC: 9781933241425

My Book
of Simple
Addition

ITEM#: KUM241005
UPC: 9781933241005

My Book
of Money:
Dollars &
Cents

ITEM#: KUM241432
UPC: 9781933241432

My Book of
Addition

ITEM#: KUM241012
UPC: 9781933241012

My Book of
Easy Telling
Time: Hours &
HalfHours

My Book of
Telling Time:
Learning
About Minutes

My Book of
Numbers 130

My Book of
Numbers 1120

My Book of
Number Games
170

ITEM#: KUM307039
UPC: 9784774307039

ITEM#: KUM241265
UPC: 9781933241265

ITEM#: KUM307046
UPC: 9784774307046

ITEM#: KUM241272
UPC: 9781933241272

ITEM#: KUM307596
UPC: 9784774307596

Kumon Basic Skills Workbooks ensure that children master pencilcontrol skills with ease so that they love learning
independently. Everything in our Basic Skills Workbooks—from the sturdy paper to the engaging content—is designed with the
best interests of your child in mind.
RETAIL: $7.95 W/S: $4.25

LET’S STICKER
AND PASTE!
AMAZING A

LET’S CUT
PAPER! AMAZING
ANIMALS

My Book of
Easy Mazes

MY BOOK OF
COLORING

My First Book
of Tracing

My Book
of Amazing
Tracing

My Book of
Coloring at
the Zoo

My Book of
Learning with
Crayons

MY FIRST BOOK
OF DRAWING

My First Book
of Mazes

My First Book
of Cutting

My Book of
Pasting

My Book of
Easy Crafts

Amazing Mazes

MY BOOK OF
MAZES: ANIMALS

My Book of
Mazes: Things
That Go!

My Book of
Mazes: Around
the World

ITEM#: KUM800200
UPC: 9781935800200

ITEM#: KUM800439
UPC: 9781935800439

ITEM#: KUM241029
UPC: 9781933241029
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ITEM#: KUM800224
UPC: 9781935800224

ITEM#: KUM241395
UPC: 9781933241395

ITEM#: KUM241036
UPC: 9781933241036

ITEM#: KUM241241
UPC: 9781933241241

KUM878705
UPC: 9780999878705
ITEM#: KUM307107
UPC: 9784774307107

ITEM#: KUM241289
UPC: 9781933241289

ITEM#: KUM968024
UPC: 9781934968024

ITEM#: KUM241258
UPC: 9781933241258

ITEM#: KUM307077
UPC: 9784774307077

ITEM#: KUM307091
UPC: 9784774307091

ITEM#: KUM241319
UPC: 9781933241319

Phone: 317-869-4000 or 877-405-2662
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ITEM#: KUM307084
UPC: 9784774307084

ITEM#: KUM241401
UPC: 9781933241401
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Kumon Books

Our Calculation Workbooks, follow the Kumon Method, a proven learning
system that helps children succeed and excel in math. Kumon Workbooks
gradually introduce new topics in a logical progression and always include
plenty of practice. As a result, children master one skill at a time and move
forward without anxiety or frustration. Our Calculation Workbooks overlap
with the Common Core State Standards.
RETAIL: $7.95 W/S: $4.25

Grade 1
Addition

ITEM#: KUM241494
UPC: 9781933241494

Grade 3
Division

ITEM#: KUM241555
UPC: 9781933241555

Grade 1
Subtraction

ITEM#: KUM241500
UPC: 9781933241500

Grade 4
Multiplication
ITEM#: KUM241562
UPC: 9781933241562

Grade 2
Addition

ITEM#: KUM241517
UPC: 9781933241517

GRADE 4
DIVISION

ITEM#: KUM241579
UPC: 9781933241579

Grade 2
Subtraction

ITEM#: KUM241524
UPC: 9781933241524

GRADE 4
DECIMALS &
FRACTIONS

ITEM#: KUM241586
UPC: 9781933241586

Grade 3
Addition &
Subtraction

Grade 3
Multiplication

Grade 5
Decimals &
Fractions

Grade 6
Fractions

ITEM#: KUM241531
UPC: 9781933241531

ITEM#: KUM241593
UPC: 9781933241593

ITEM#: KUM241548
UPC: 9781933241548

ITEM#: KUM241609
UPC: 9781933241609

Introduce your child to reading and writing with our Verbal Skills
Workbooks. Through fun activities such as tracing and colorbyletter,
our workbooks gradually introduce new concepts. The eyecatching
illustrations and captivating content reinforce lessons and help children
stay motivated, encouraging them to be lifelong readers and writers.
RETAIL: $7.95 W/S: $4.25

My First Book
of Uppercase
Letters
ITEM#: KUM307053
UPC: 9784774307053

My Book of
Writing Words
ITEM#: KUM241043
UPC: 9781933241043

MY BOOK
RHYMING
WORDS LONG
VOWELS

My Book of
Alphabet
Games

My Book
of Simple
Sentences

My Book of
Sentences

ITEM#: KUM241371
UPC: 9781933241371

ITEM#: KUM241050
UPC: 9781933241050

ITEM#: KUM241364
UPC: 9781933241364

ITEM#: KUM241388
UPC: 9781933241388

My First Book
of Lowercase
Letters
ITEM#: KUM307060
UPC: 9784774307060

My Book
of Cursive
Writing:
Letters

ITEM#: KUM800187
UPC: 9781935800187

My Book of
Rhyming
Words

ITEM#: KUM307619
UPC: 9784774307619

My Book of
Rhyming
Words &
Phrases

ITEM#: KUM307626
UPC: 9784774307626

My Book
of Cursive
Writing:
Words

ITEM#: KUM800194
UPC: 9781935800194

Kumon’s Word Problems Workbooks develop the skills necessary for
children’s success using math inside and outside the classroom. Our
unique stepbystep progression introduces children to a wide variety of
word problems that inspire critical thinking.
RETAIL: $7.95 W/S: $4.25

Grade 1 Word
Problems
ITEM#: KUM968413
UPC: 9781934968413

Grade 2 Word
Problems
ITEM#: KUM968406
UPC: 9781934968406

orders@continuumgames.com

•

Grade 3 Word
Problems
ITEM#: KUM968628
UPC: 9781934968628

Fax: 413-812-2801

Grade 4 Word
Problems
ITEM#: KUM968390
UPC: 9781934968390
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With our unique stepbystep lessons, children gain confidence in their
comprehension skills so they are eager to read more! Our Reading
Workbooks use a combination of phonics and wholelanguage instruction
to make reading feel effortless. By mastering gradeappropriate
vocabulary and completing fun, colorful exercises, children discover that
they love to read!
RETAIL: $7.95 W/S: $4.25

Grade 1
Reading

ITEM#: KUM968512
9781934968512

Grade 2
Reading

ITEM#: KUM968529
9781934968529

Grade 3
Reading

ITEM#: KUM968772
9781934968772

From fairy tales to fiveparagraph essays, Kumon Writing Workbooks
offer a complete program to improve the development and organization
of ideas and expand vocabulary. Our fun and innovative exercises inspire
creativity and the desire to write.
RETAIL: $7.95 W/S: $4.25

Grade 1
Writing

ITEM#: KUM800576
UPC: 9781935800576

Grade 2
Writing

ITEM#: KUM800583
UPC: 9781935800583

Grade 3
Writing

ITEM#: KUM800590
UPC: 9781935800590

Geometry & Measurement Workbooks introduce important foundational
math concepts gradually, which allows children to feel confident and
eager to learn more. Our fun and colorful activities inspire a love of math.
RETAIL: $7.95 W/S: $4.25

Grade 1
Geometry &
Measurement
ITEM#: KUM968178
UPC: 9781934968178

Grade 2
Geometry &
Measurement
ITEM#: KUM968314
UPC: 9781934968314

Grade 3
Geometry &
Measurement

ITEM#: KUM968680
UPC: 9781934968680

Kumon Vocabulary Sticker Books are designed to enhance your child’s
vocabulary and fine motor skills. In this workbook, your child will have the
opportunity to sticker images of familiar words and learn new ones with
your help. By helping, you are encouraging your child to develop a love of
learning, and laying the foundation for him or her to become a motivated
selflearner.
RETAIL: $8.95 W/S: $4.75

Vocabulary
Sticker Books
At Home
ITEM#: KUM082737
UPC: 9781941082737

Vocabulary
Sticker Books
Around Town
ITEM#: KUM082744
UPC: 9781941082744

In our fastpaced world where precision and speed are keys to success, Kumon Speed & Accuracy Math
Workbooks give your child the competitive edge he or she needs for school and beyond. By timing and tracking
their progress, children can watch their accuracy and speed improve, so they are motivated to keep learning.
RETAIL: $6.95 W/S: $3.75

Speed &
Accuracy:
Adding
Numbers 1-9

ITEM#: KUM800637
UPC: 9781935800637

Speed &
Accuracy:
Subtracting
Numbers

ITEM#: KUM800644
UPC: 9781935800644

Speed &
Accuracy:
Multiplying
Numbers

ITEM#: KUM800651
UPC: 9781935800651

Speed &
Accuracy:
Dividing
Numbers

ITEM#: KUM800668

Our innovative Write and Wipe flash cards are specially designed for early learners. They are extrathick to stand up to
repeated and frequent use and include a dry erase marker so children can practice each skill again and again.
RETAIL: $9.95 W/S: $5.25

Numbers 130
Write & Wipe
KUM241081
9781933241081
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FLASH CARDS
SHAPES WRITE &
WIPE!
KUM968420
9781934968420

EASY TELLING
TIME WRITE &
WIPE
KUM241456
9781933241456

Multiplication
Write & Wipe
KUM968918
9781934968918

ABC’S
Lowercase
Write & Wipe
KUM241449
9781933241449

Phone: 317-869-4000 or 877-405-2662
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ABC’S
Uppercase
Write & Wipe

KUM241104
9781933241104
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Monkey Expressions
ITEM#: CCPPL001
RETAIL: $14.99
2+
W/S: $7.50

1

Chalk N Chuckles Games
Sort in the Box
ITEM#: CCPPL005
RETAIL: $21.99
W/S: $11.00

12

3+

1

12

Monkey Expressions is a magnetic
puzzle that helps children
identify emotions and express or
communicate their feelings and understand why they may
feel sad, happy, angry and more. The lovable monkey’s
mood changes all the time, but do you know why? A
preschool skill builder that grows with your child.

Sort in the Box consists of an
appealing wooden box with 4
compartments with brightly colored lids, each containing
a slot through which children drop object tiles during the
sorting process. Includes 60 object tiles to sort across 12
different categories.

A Day in the Jungle

Shape your Story

ITEM#: CCPPL007
RETAIL: $17.99
5+
W/S: $9.00

2-4

ITEM#: CCPPL009
RETAIL: $16.99
5+
W/S: $8.50

12

1+

12

A Day in the Jungle turns bingo
into a social emotional learning
game. Great game to have
playful discussions on helping,
sharing & caring.

From the towering skyscrapers, to the
bicycle on the road to the hangers in
your closet. Wherever you are – there
are shapes to discover that tell a
story. Players use the 3 shapes (Circle,
Triangle & Square) to draw objects/
characters and create tales that you
will never forget in a game where the artist meets the
storyteller!

Circus Ruckus

Why Connect

ITEM#: CCPPL015
RETAIL: $19.99
5+
W/S: $10.00

2-4

ITEM#: CCPPL017
RETAIL: $19.99
6+
W/S: $10.00

12

-

12

Get ready for some Circus
fun! A great game of 36 acts
where you perform. Animal
foam masks add even
more excitement. Juggle
the beanbags or twirl the ribbon sticks. Super exciting
movement fun!

A reasoning game that challenges
you to reason, categorize and
identify relationships between
objects. Start with placing two
related tiles on a flat surface and give your reason for why
you think it connects. Take turns and add one tile at a time
based on the relationship between the picture objects. State
your reasoning out aloud. Wait for the fun to unfold as
players accept or reject your reasoning.

Lettuce Play

Stack a Cake

ITEM#: CCPPL018
RETAIL: $18.99
3+
W/S: $9.50

1-4

ITEM#: CCPPL057
RETAIL: $18.99
2+
W/S: $9.50

12

Lettuce play is an adorable food
matching and memory bingo for
Ages 3+. Designed to entertain the
Junior Chef for hours with many gameplays and more
creative ideas. A great educational game that accelerates
the learning curve in a fun way.

orders@continuumgames.com
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Fax: 413-812-2801

1-2

12

Stack a Cake combines 2-yearolds favorite activities stacking,
nesting and their love for stories
into a perfect first dice rolling
game. Working as a team, the parent & toddler try to stack the
cake blocks before the Birthday Bear returns home. Roll the
dice and sing, hug or dance as you stack the cake.
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Super Math Spy
ITEM#: CCPPL019
RETAIL: $16.99
7+
W/S: $8.50

Tidy Up

2-4

ITEM#: CCPPL020
RETAIL: $19.99
3+
W/S: $10.00

12

12

1-2

An addictive fast paced math
game for the whole family! Solve
the mystery of Math, with decoder
glasses and lots of calculations in
the shortest time. Sharpen your
mind, speed up your mental math,
and have FUN along the way. Provides practice with basic
numerical operations (+, , x, /) and strengthens mental math
and active working memory.

A cute and simple game
that lets you discuss the
importance of cleaning up
with children. Join the Rats in
their messy house to tidy up in a super fun, color matching
and sorting game. Roll the die and sneak through the
matching colored windows and doors, putting things in their
place.

Hungrrry Four

Pajama Party

ITEM#: CCPPL021
RETAIL: $24.99
3+
W/S: $12.50

ITEM#: CCPPL023
RETAIL: $14.99
3+
W/S: $7.50

12

1+

12

1-4

An adorable memory &
movement game of fun &
learning for the little ones! Play
alone & feed the animals in a
simple matching game. Or race
against each other or play a
team game. Children develop
visual spatial memory, turn
taking, cooperation skills, knowledge of animal food, sounds
and movements.

A fast paced visual observation game
made with preschoolers in mind
designed to grow with your child. No
reading required! You can play color
matching or build skills in a problem
solving card game. The perfect first
game, helps develop color matching &
recognition, logical thinking, problem
solving and social skills.

Season Wise

Beware of the shark

ITEM#: CCPPL028
RETAIL: $19.99
3+
W/S: $10.00

2-4

ITEM#: CCPPL029
RETAIL: $19.99
4+
W/S: $10.00

12

A game for kids to learn about
different seasons. Bond together
as a family & learn a range of
things about seasons like when
do animals lay eggs, when
they hibernate etc. Requires quick thinking & action and
promotes faster information processing.

12

2-5

Danger lurks in the deep
waters... where the SHARK
is ready to pounce on the
Fish & gobble them up. A
supercharged and fun reaction
game that requires focus &
strong reflexes. Multiple game
variations & changing rules on
every turn ensure that your adrenaline keeps pumping!

Clever Counting
ITEM#: CCPPL032
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.50

3+

1

12

A unique counting, matching self-correcting puzzle with
a little tractor that fits the holes in the cards only when
you are correct. A great way for preschoolers to explore
number concepts. 20 puzzle pairs introduce counting with
a graded level of difficulty.
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Seek Four

ITEM#: CCPPL035
RETAIL: $19.99
6+
W/S: $10.00

Stepping stone

2-4

ITEM#: CCPPL037
RETAIL: $24.99
4+
W/S: $12.50

12

12

2-10

An exciting game about
expressing and guessing. Act,
draw or talk and express your
EQ! Seek Four develops your
skills to express your feelings
in number of ways both
verbal and nonverbal.

An active movement game
that makes math a lot of
fun. Develops gross motor
skills & promotes balance &
coordination. Practice number recognition, counting skills
or simple basic operations, promotes strategic thinking &
decision making, cooperative play & team building.

My Little Cabbage

Catterpillar Clutter

ITEM#: CCPPL038
RETAIL: $24.99
3+
W/S: $12.50

1+

ITEM#: CCPPL039
RETAIL: $13.99
4+
W/S: $7.00

12

1-4

12

A versatile game that grows
with your toddler! Play a
game of colorful hide & seek
to develop early memory
skills. Or bring story time to
life with vibrant squirrel finger
puppets! Or have fun in a touch and feel matching game.

Help Catty the caterpillar find
his shoes in a speedy game of
memory. For easy play, play
the bright light version and for a
more challenging level, play with
the shoe shadows. The game has
several variations to ensure that
you are constantly challenged
and never get bored!

Clever Dog

Sandwich mix up

ITEM#: CCPPL040
RETAIL: $12.99
3+
W/S: $6.50

1

ITEM#: CCPPL042
RETAIL: $25.99
W/S: $13.00

12

Find matching pairs of opposites.
Check your answers with the help
of the clever dog. If his round feet fit
neatly into the holes of the tokens,
you know you have found the correct
matching pair. Contains: 10 double
sided puzzles, 1 wooden dog , 1 board
frame and game guide.

4+

1-5

12

Play a game of memory
in a touch and feel game.
Players rush to form a
complete sandwich by
combining their senses
of vision & touch. Collect
points based on speed,
number of complete
sandwiches & the number
of shapes in each sandwich.

Caring Cats

ITEM#: CCPPL048
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.50

6+

2-4

12

Caring Cats Kindness around town is a SOCIAL EMOTIONAL
board game that develops empathy and compassion and
makes kindness easy for the whole family! Race around the
town and respond to scenarios doing kind deeds and collect
charms by helping, giving goodies, making something kind,
being thoughtful or cheering up someone with their words.

orders@continuumgames.com

•

Fax: 413-812-2801
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Chalk N Chuckles Arts & Crafts

A DIY kit that turns your creative crafts time into a time of being meaningful promotes the values of care, compassion,
creativity, causes & crafts. GIFT your crafts to friends, family or to anyone to spread joy. Make it by yourself or along with a
friend or a sibling and gift together. Fun and easy to make with illustrated instructions.

Yarn birds baby mobile
ITEM#: CCPPL050
RETAIL: $21.99
8+
W/S: $11.00

-

12

Pawfect gifts
ITEM#: CCPPL058
RETAIL: $16.99
8+
W/S: $8.50

64

Keychain Dolls
ITEM#: CCPPL051
RETAIL: $24.99
8+
W/S: $12.50

-

12

Keychain + glasses Case
1+

12

ITEM#: CCPPL049
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.00
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8+

1

12
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Chalk N Chuckles Puzzles

The 100piece jigsaw puzzle with large sturdy pieces is perfect for children ages 5 through 9. The finished puzzle measures
24” x 16.5”. A beautiful puzzle with a twist when you complete the puzzle, you will find 5 pieces missing. Complete 5 KIND
& CARING missions and open sealed envelopes to find all Happy pieces to complete your puzzle. Be rewarded for your
kindness with a CARING CATS CERTIFICATE that you can personalize.”

Makermax puzzle
ITEM#: CCPPL070
RETAIL: $14.99
5+
W/S: $7.50

1

Goodygum puzzle
12

Helpfilli puzzle
ITEM#: CCPPL072
RETAIL: $14.99
5+
W/S: $7.50

1

ITEM#: CCPPL071
RETAIL: $14.99
5+
W/S: $7.50

12

1

Lotothot puzzle
12

ITEM#: CCPPL073
RETAIL: $14.99
5+
W/S: $7.50

1

12

Chattychoo puzzle
ITEM#: CCPPL069
RETAIL: $14.99
5+
W/S: $7.50

orders@continuumgames.com

•
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Role Play High Quality Playhouses

Our sturdy playhouses are designed to encourage imaginative play. All playhouses are made of high quality metal frames
and tough canvas. Each corner of the canvas is reinforced by strong velcro which will keep your play tent standing tall for
years. It is easy to assemble and no tools are required for assembly.
RETAIL: $149.99 W/S: $80.00
3+

1

1

Lemonade Stand
Playhouse

Fire Truck
Playhouse

Our Lemonade Stand is designed
to encourage imaginative play
and help mold an entrepreneurial
spirit. Lemonade stands include
everything a child needs to create
their own fantasy or real business.
Includes an apron, “Take A Break
Drink Lemonade” sign, and open
and closed signs.

Bright Colors, howling
sirens, extendable
ladders and gushing
hoses…what’s not to
love about fire trucks.
Fire Truck Playhouse
is an ideal playhouse
for immersive Role Play and teaching young kids all about
the important work done by our emergency services.

Surfing
Camper
Playhouse

Ice Cream /
Cupcakes
Playhouse

Children will enjoy
hours of fun indoors
and outdoors going
on an imaginary
surfing vacation right
in the comfort of
your home. The detailing replicates most of the features of
a real camper, including the scene from the beach and a
man on a surfboard.

Ice Cream Truck
playhouse lets children
have hours of fun selling
pretend play Ice Creams,
Cupcakes and Sundaes.

Circus Tent Playhouse

Space Station Play Tent

This Circus Tent Playhouse gives
children the opportunity to own a
travelling company of acrobats,
clowns, animals and other
entertainers, which give imaginary
performances, in this circus tent
playhouse.

The Universe is our playground
with this deluxe Space Station Play
Tent by Role Play™. Your child can
reenact America’s greatest space
accomplishments, inspiring them
to think beyond the playground
and into the beyond. Imaginative
play that makes science fun!

ITEM#: RLP370044

ITEM#: RLP370037

ITEM#: RLP370047

ITEM#: RLP370046
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ITEM#: RLP370056

ITEM#: RLP370040
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Role Play High Quality Playhouses

Our sturdy playhouses are designed to encourage imaginative play. All playhouses are made of high quality metal frames
and tough canvas. Each corner of the canvas is reinforced by strong velcro which will keep your play tent standing tall for
years. It is easy to assemble and no tools are required for assembly.
RETAIL: $149.99 W/S: $80.00

Light house
Canopy Play House
ITEM#: RLP370049

A perfect accent for a nautical
themed room or beach house,
Lighthouse Keeper has a great
responsibility, safely navigating
little mariners at sea. Whether
they are captain of a ship or
at the top of the lighthouse
warning of the impending
danger, your budding sailors
will enjoy role playing in the
vast oceans of our imagination.

Little Woodland Canoe Plush Sit in Toy
ITEM#: RLP370020

Embark on a camping adventure with our Little Woodland
Canoe with included fabric oar. At almost 4.5 feet long
and over 2 feet wide, it’s a springboard for role play, as a
reading spot or a cozy napping place. It is made with top
quality materials & built to last even the roughest pioneers.

Surf Board Plush Toy

1

3+
1
ITEM#: RLP370048
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $22.00
The plush surf board works as an accessory to the Surfing
Camper Play tent. It can be used for imaginary surfing or
as a floor mat. Keep away from water.

orders@continuumgames.com

•

Fax: 413-812-2801

Fire hydrant Plush Toy

3+
1
ITEM#: RLP370045
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $22.00
A perfect accessory to the Fire Truck play tent or a stand
alone plush toy, the fire hydrant is as perfect replica of a
real fire hydrant as you can get in a plush toy.

1
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Dino Works - T-Rex
ITEM#: DCT2545
RETAIL: $17.99
W/S: $9.00
UPC: 859862004080

3+

1

24

Strengthen fine motor and coordination skills by
assembling this wacky wheelin’ dino. Take apart and
rebuild the dandy dino for loads of fun! Includes wheels
under the feet for rolling across smooth surfaces.
Dino Works - Pterodactyl
ITEM#: DCT2751
RETAIL: $17.99 W/S: $9.00
UPC: 859862004530
Dino Works - Triceratops
ITEM#: DCT2046
RETAIL: $17.99 W/S: $9.00
UPC: 859862002046

Mosaic Mysteries
ITEM#: DCT4182
RETAIL: $24.99
8+
W/S: $12.50
UPC: 859862004295

Tactile Sand
ITEM#: DCT2883
RETAIL: $24.99
3+
W/S: $12.50
UPC: 859862002883

24

1

9

1

Recreate 50 stunning mosaic
patterns of progressive difficulty
or design your own from among
thousands of possibilities. Many
designs are in black & white, allowing you to choose the color
combinations. More advanced designs provide part of the
mosaic pattern, challenging you to complete the rest.

Tactile Sand is 98% pure sand. It can
be easily molded and shaped, with no
stickiness and no water required. It never
dries out, so you can mold and sculpt over &
over. With the magical feel of real sand, Tactile Sand provides
a wonderful sensory experience. Easy to clean, it’s suitable
for indoor play. Comes with a roller and 3 sculpting tools.

Wiz Kidz

Hydro Launch

ITEM#: DCT4246
RETAIL: $14.99
7+
W/S: $7.50
UPC: 859862004318

ITEM#: DCT3325
RETAIL: $44.99
5+
W/S: $22.50
UPC: 859862004318

48

2+

6

1

This family game for all ages
reinforces vocabulary, phonics,
and word categorizations in record speed. Players pick a
card from the alphabet letter stack and a card from the
answer stack. Then it’s time to think fast to generate as
many logical associations as possible.

Have a blast and cool off too!
With this unique water splasher
you control the water pressure to raise and balance the
rocket on a stream of water. Simply attach the easy-touse thrust controller to a garden hose, turn on the water
and start the countdown to fun.

Measure Up!® Cups

These 12 stackable & nestable cups are uniquely designed
to deliver a surprising load of creative and pre-math
benefits. Cups are volumetrically correct & sequentially
sized for interaction. Volumes can be added or
subtracted. Fill & dump, stack & nest, match & sort, mold
& stamp, and more.

ITEM#: DCT1971
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50
UPC: 859862004479
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1+
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Castle Marbleworks®
ITEM#: DCT1756
RETAIL: $64.99
2+
W/S: $32.50
UPC: X0007L25SD

1+

4

Marbleworks® Grand Prix
ITEM#: DCT3382
RETAIL: $64.99
5+
W/S: $32.50
UPC: X001PVYRQH

1+

6

Drop 3 weighted chime balls down
the interchangeable tracks of this
oversized marble run building system.
As balls race, spin, zig-zag, disappear
& reappear, learn to predict the balls’
course. Experiment with different layout
options. Can double as a castle playset
for hours of imaginary play.

Design your own super-sized marble
raceway! With 8 different exciting
marble actions, each new race is just
as exciting! Split your track into 2
paths, experiment with the various
marble action ramps, and then rejoin
onto a single track to determine the winner at the finish line.
An infinite number of raceway configurations.

Stacking Owls

Giant Pegboard

ITEM#: DCT2395
RETAIL: $29.99
3+
W/S: $15.00
UPC: 859862004868

1+

ITEM#: DCT1271
RETAIL: $29.99 2+
W/S: $15.00
UPC: 859862004486

12

1+

12

With multiple ways to connect, these
chunky wood figures can be stacked
upright, upside down or even sideways.
They can even be balanced on the
included parallel bars. Chunky design
provides for early success by younger stackers. The owls are
numbered 1-12 on one side for sequential stacking or simple
number fun. Activity guide includes multiple ways to play.

Our classic, two-sided and awardwinning pre-math and pre-reading
toy just got better! Side one features
a pegboard for sorting, stacking,
counting, and matching the 25 easy-to-grasp pegs of various
sizes and colors; the flip side features a raised peg geoboard
for creating geometric designs. Updated set includes 12 twosided pattern cards, with activities for both sides of the board!

Hammer Away!

Try-Angle

ITEM#: DCT1433
RETAIL: $47.99
2+
W/S: $24.00
UPC: 859862004752

1+

ITEM#: DCT1451
RETAIL: $39.99
1+
W/S: $20.00
UPC: 859862004745

6

1+

12

Get a bang out of learning with
our unique “now you see it, now
you don’t” action toy. Color
match the balls to the rings
and push them through with your hand, graduating to the
mallet. Learn object permanence, with the balls disappearing
and reappearing through the boat. The mallet’s 2 different
striking faces provides more motor challenge - Flat face for
early pounding & Rounded face for more skill.

Twist, turn, whirl and twirl!
Loaded with activities for
baby to explore, this portable,
foldable hands-on play center
is a world of sensory wonder. Featuring 5 sides, each
with different colorful parts to observe, listen to, and
manipulate.

Motor Works

This junior-mechanic set has a working power tool and a
shop full of parts to build three free-wheeling vehicles! A
motorcycle, prop plane, and race car are sized right for
small hands and feature moving parts. Includes tool box,
dull child-safe electric power drill and manual screwdriver,
and extra screws. Everything stores neatly in portable
storage box.

ITEM#: DCT2266
RETAIL: $44.99
4+
W/S: $22.50
UPC: 859862004349

1+

8
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NEW
PRICE!

Top Trumps

6+

2-6

12

Find out what makes Top Trumps the #1 card game in England. The goal is to win all of the cards. Think of the classic
game of war tart by looking at your top card. Choose your best category and call out the number…all other players then
call out their number from that same category. Highest is the Round Winner and collects all the other players’ cards in that
category. The round winner goes next and chooses a category. Learn interesting facts about each of the topics on the
cards as you play! Retail $9.99 W/S $5.00
Baby Animals Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP000018
Dinosaurs Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP003293
New York City Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP003132
Bugs Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP000285
Horses & Ponies Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP000292
Ultimate Military Jets Top
Trumps
ITEM#: TRP000377
Predators Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP000421
Skyscrapers Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP000506
The United States Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP002326
US Presidents Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP002395
Creatures Of The Deep Sea
Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP000810
Wonders Of The World
Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP002289
Countries Of The World
Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP002296
Space Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP001602
Battleships Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP002272
Volcanoes Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP001640
Sports Cars Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP001688
Star Wars The Force Awakens
Episode 7 Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP001732
Star Wars Rebels Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP001862
Star Wars Rogue One
TRP02074
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Farm Animals Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP001879
North American Wildlife Top
Trumps
ITEM#: TRP001893
Fish Top Trumps Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP001909
Cats Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP003262
DC Superheroes Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP001923
DC Superhero Girls Top
Trumps
ITEM#: TRP002067
Marvel Universe Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP002142
Harry Potter & Prisoner Of
Azkaban Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP001930
Harry Potter & The Goblet
Of Fire Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP002333
Harry Potter & The Order of
The Phoenix Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP001954
Harry Potter & The Half
Blood Prince Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP003279
Harry Potter & Deathly
Hallows Pt 2 Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP002111
Harry Potter 30 Witches and
Wizards Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP002968
Loveable Dogs Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP001961
Ships Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP003309
Fastest Trains Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP003408
Planes Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP003415
Horror Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP00036
Penguins Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP024099

National Parks Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP002869
Extraordinary Engineering
Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP002418
Sensational Science Top
Trumps
ITEM#: TRP002432
Terrific Technology Top
Trumps
ITEM#: TRP002449
Peculiar Problems Top
Trumps
ITEM#: TRP002425
Top 30 Emotis Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP002715
Fast and Furious Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP002302
LOL Surprise Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP003972
Guinness Book World
Records Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP003316
Minecraft-The Independent &
Unofficial Guide Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP003118
Horses, Ponies, and Unicorns
Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP003804

Phone: 317-869-4000 or 877-405-2662

Top 30 Movie Stars Top
Trumps
ITEM#: TRP003941
Top 30 Celebrities Top Trumps
TRP003965
Paw Patrol Top Trumps
TRP003538
30 Scary Flix Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP003576
Disney Classics Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP003521
Elvis Top 30 Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP00027
Birds Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP00487
Great Women Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP00032
Top Women Athletes Top
Trumps
ITEM#: TRP00021
Electricity and Magnetism
Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP00029
Frozen 2 Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP003361
Top 30 Scientists Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP00033

Order 24 and get a
free counter display.
Choose whatever
selection you’d like!
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Snake Oil: Core Game
ITEM#: SOG10000
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.50

10+

3+

6

In the Old West, the sly snake oil salesman could get the
most skeptical customer to buy the most dubious products.
Now it is your turn. Choose one player to be the first
“Customer” and have that player pick a Customer Card.
The other players quickly combine two Word Cards from
their hand to create something for the Customer. Each
player persuades the Customer that their item is the best.

Snake Oil:
Joke Juice
Junior Expansion

8+

3+

16

ITEM#: SOG20000
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.50

Snake Oil:
Crude Oil
Adult Expansion

17+

3+

16

ITEM#: SOG30000
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.50

A fun Snake Oil expansion for younger
players 8 and up.

A spicy Snake Oil
expansion for adult
players 17 and up.

FREIGHT POLICIES:

FREIGHT SAVER: Continuum Games’ Freight Saver is a Life Saver!
• Order over $450 of Freight Saver items and receive FREE FREIGHT on your entire order.
• Look for the “Freight Saver” icon next to the product.
• All Freight Saver items are featured in this catalog.
OUR POLICIES:
Continuum Games freight programs that offer free freight only apply if the invoice is paid on time and paid via check or ACH. Late
payments disqualify all free freight offers. If a credit card is used on a free freight order, the order will only receive a 50% discount
on freight. Residential addresses will incur additional shipping fees for each shipment. Lift gate and inside delivery charges will incur
additional shipping fees for each shipment. These fees will not be discounted as part of any free freight program offered by Continuum
Games.
BACKORDERS:
Continuum Games will ship backordered items whenever possible but may cancel backorders if the order is of small size (due to freight
inefficiency). Backorders that do not qualify for free freight on their own will NOT receive free freight. If the original order qualifies for free
freight, a backorder will only receive a 50% discount off of freight.
PRICING:
Continuum Games pricing is set based on the pricing of the manufacturers we represent. All pricing printed in catalogs, price sheets and
other material is subject to change without notice
TERMS:
Continuum Games may grant terms to credit worthy accounts. To receive terms from Continuum Games, a valid credit card must be
kept on file and you authorize Continuum Games to run the credit card if any invoice becomes 15 days or more overdue according to the
records of Continuum Games, Inc. Should this card be declined for any reason, a 3% late fee will be applied to any overdue invoices.

Contact us at orders@continuumgames.com to request an account application.
To place an order, contact your local rep or call toll free 877-405-2662, fax orders to 413-812-2801,
email us at orders@continuumgames.com or order online at www.continuumgames.com.
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1240 Brookville Way, Ste J
Indianapolis, IN 46239 USA

T: 317-869-4000
F: 413-812-2801

E: orders@continuumgames.com
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